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ABSTRACT 
"Grieving and Reconciliation in Baltimore After the 
American Civil War," by Jennifer Prior, University of 
Richmond, M.A. in History, 1996, directed by Dr. Robert c. 
Kenzer. 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine how residents 
of Baltimore, Maryland, grieved their losses after the Civil 
War. Thantalogical studies of the stages of grief were 
compared with various public events and institutions 
throughout the city's culture. Special focus was placed 
upon Baltimore's internal split during the war as portions 
of its population opted to fight on opposing sides. This 
study reveals not only how the city progressed through its 
bereavement, but also how it found selected outlets of 
expression to manage emotional pain. 
An abundance of primary source material was available 
at the Maryland Historical Society, the Loyola College 
Library, and the Enoch Pratt Library. Resources such as 
contemporary histories of Baltimore, vertical file 
collections, and local newspapers offered insight into the 
city's post-war culture and provided an invaluable 
chronology of Baltimore's daily life. Also helpful were the 
mangers of Green Mount and Louden Park cemeteries. 
Thanatological information was derived from secondary 
literature chosen for its author's scholarship and theory. 
This study illustrates a city that, internally split by 
war, struggled for over four decades to come to terms with 
tragedy and disaster. The extreme length of Baltimore's 
bereavement is attributed to its divided nature. 
I certify that I have read this thesis and find 
that, in scope and quality, it satisfies the 
requirements for the degree of Master of Arts. 
~~-C~e~~sis Adviser 
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Maryland! My Maryland! 
The despot's heel is on thy shore, 
Maryland! 
His torch is at thy temple door, 
Maryland! 
Avenge the patriotic gore 
That flecked the streets of Baltimore, 
And be the battle queen of yore, 
Maryland! My Maryland! 
Hark to an exiled son's appeal, 
Maryland! 
My mother state! to thee I kneel, 
Maryland! 
For life and death, for woe and weal, 
Thy peerless chivalry reveal, 
And gird they beauteous limbs with steel, 
Maryland! My Maryland! 
Thou wilt not cower in the dust, 
Maryland! 
Thy beaming sword shall never rust, 
Maryland! 
Remember Carroll's sacred trust, 
Remember Howard's warlike thrust, --
And all thy slumbers with the just, 
Maryland! My Maryland! 
I hear the distant thunder hum, 
Maryland! 
The Old Line's bugle, fife, and drum, 
Maryland! 
She is not dead, nor deaf, nor dumb --
Huzza! she spurns the Northern scum! 
She breathes! she burns! she'll come! she'll come! 
Maryland! 
1 
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INTRODUCTION 
"Maryland! My Maryland!", written in 1861 by James 
Ryder Randall, was known as the state's unofficial anthem 
until its formal acceptance in 1939. 1 It seems paradoxical 
that such an anti-Union ballad should be chosen as the 
anthem for a Union state. This unique aspect of the song 
exemplifies the inner conflict that plagued Maryland as a 
result of the Civil War. Writing in response to the so-
called "invasion of Baltimore" in March of 1861, Randall 
composed "Maryland! My Maryland!" when Union troops marched 
through the city en route from President Street train 
station to Camden station. 2 The nine-verse song expresses 
the animosity and outright violent hostility that Southern 
sympathizers in Baltimore experienced when the presence of 
Union troops insured that Maryland would remain with the 
North. After 1865, "Maryland! My Maryland!" served not 
only as a reminder of the Civil War, but also as evidence of 
the two opposing political views that continued to divide 
the city. As the song passionately expresses partisan 
views, it foreshadows the arduous road toward reconciliation 
that this thesis will explore. 
1Harold R. Manakee, Maryland in the Civil War 
(Baltimore: Garamond Press, 1959), 44-46. 
2Ibid. 
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The first verse of "Maryland! My Maryland!" refers to 
the Union as a "despot," who is ultimately bent on the 
destruction of a temple. The temple represents the 
Confederate states of America, the door, Maryland. This 
religious imagery implies that the South is both a holy and 
righteous place, with which God has sided. The verse also 
singles out Baltimore as the center of wartime conflict in 
the state of Maryland. The second verse begins by 
characterizing the Confederate sympathizers of Maryland as 
"exiles" from their "mother state."3 It suggests that 
Maryland has rejected secession, thereby leaving 
Confederates embittered and insulted, though still loyal 
residents. Presumably, these native Marylanders were 
betrayed by the vacillation of their own land. Verse three 
uses such local historical figures as Charles Carroll, 
signer of the Declaration of Independence, and John Eager 
Howard, a Revolutionary War officer. These references imply 
that the plight of the Confederacy was similar to that of 
the colonists during the American Revolution. The final 
verse, somewhat bellicose in tone, calls Unionists ''Northern 
scum" and promises that Maryland will soon rise in favor of 
3Throughout this thesis this term is used to ref er to 
Baltimoreans who sided with the Confederacy during the civil 
War. Although it is frequently used to discuss such 
individuals after 1865, the author understands that these 
people were not actually pro-Confederate since the war was 
over. 
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the true and justifiable Southern cause. 
Though Randall's dreams were never realized, "Maryland! 
My Maryland's!" long-term popularity indicates the extent to 
which successive generations remained loyal to the Southern 
cause. Confederate sympathizers in Maryland never 
completely forgot the war, nor did their pro-Union 
counterparts. Both sides had difficulty coming to terms 
with the conflict and with the subsequent demands presented 
by reconciliation and reunification. "Maryland! My 
Maryland!" is merely one embodiment of the inner strife that 
the state suffered during the Civil War. It exhibits the 
hatred felt by Southern supporters in Maryland toward the 
Union and, in many ways, reveals the parallel though 
contrasting experience of Maryland's "Yankee" residents. 
During the last fifteen years historians have come to 
focus on the long-term psychological impact of the civil 
war. Authors such as Gaines Foster and Gerald Linderman 
have explored the emotional changes that survivors of the 
war experienced throughout the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, and how these changes manifested themselves in 
society. This thesis extends this mode of inquiry by 
focusing on a particular city. Through a comparison of 
psychological research concerning the stages of grief, and 
Baltimore's internal division during the war, this thesis 
explores how the city adjusted to its bereavement. 
5 
While "Maryland! My Maryland!" expresses the overt 
hatred and hostility of one individual, it provides insight 
into the obstacles that Baltimore faced in unifying its 
divisions. The city's post-war reconciliation spanned an 
unusually long period of time, owing to two complicating 
issues. One, remaining partisan tensions forced Baltimore 
to sublimate its grief over the war into controlled channels 
of expression. Two, the city suppressed its memories and 
residents' wartime recollections evolved into nostalgic and 
idealized remembrances. Together, Baltimore's grief and 
memories delayed internal reconciliation until the early 
twentieth century. 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE DIVISION OF BALTIMORE 
A Border State with a Choice 
Popularly known as "the brothers' war," the American 
Civil War brought former countrymen into battle on opposing 
sides, thereby dividing the nation. In viewing this 
separation, people tend to look at the big picture but fail 
to explore the event on a more personal level. They see the 
"nation divided" and frequently overlook the family split, 
the friends separated, and the individual wrestling within 
himself or herself to choose a side. For some, the choice 
was determined by geographic location and upbringing. For 
example, General Robert E. Lee grew up in Virginia and was 
raised not as an "American" but as a "Virginian." 
Consequently, when faced with the war, his ingrained loyalty 
to Virginia took precedence over his feelings on political 
issues and responsibilities to his national government. 
General Lee's decision to fight for the Confederacy it was 
not a choice but an obligation. Other individuals, many of 
whom lived in border states, were less fortunate. For them, 
the choice was painful and enervating. 
During the Civil War the term "border states" generally 
ref erred to those states located on the "border" between the 
North and the south: Missouri, Tennessee, Kentucky, 
7 
Delaware, and Maryland. When the war broke out, most border 
states already existed as decidedly pro-Union or 
Confederate. Consequently, their choice had been made long 
ago. Maryland was a different story. 4 Maryland had to 
choose a side. 
Maryland's unique location characterized it as a 
combination of Northern and Southern cultures. The state's 
rural economy, mixed with its growing industry and commerce, 
provided the best of both worlds. Baltimore, the state's 
most significant city, was affectionately referred to as the 
Northernmost Southern city and the Southernmost Northern 
city. Its active seaport and railroad depots allowed it to 
act as a liaison between Southern plantations and Northern 
factories. This arrangement offered Baltimore a lucrative 
economy and simultaneously ingrained it with loyalties to 
both the Union an4 the Confederacy. In 1861, Baltimore was 
teeming with Northern and Southern sympathizers. When the 
threat of war arose, Baltimoreans had to choose a side. 
How did they choose? Ideally a choice might be based 
on moral beliefs, values, and conscience. Pragmatically, a 
choice would be based on economics and survival. As 
sectional tensions mounted and war became a likely 
4Throughout this thesis it may appear that Maryland and 
Baltimore are used almost interchangeably. This study 
unquestionably focuses on Baltimore, and ventures into an 
exploration of state politics only as it effects the city. 
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possibility, many Baltimoreans felt that it was time for 
their city to determine exactly where its loyalties lay. In 
keeping with the words of the Declaration of Independence, a 
government that was "of the people, by the people, and for 
the people" should determine its political position by 
ascertaining what the majority of its residents wanted. 
Only t~rough an assessment of the peoples' opinions could 
the true will of the city be accurately discovered. 
However, both Northern and Southern sympathizers in 
Baltimore assumed that their "side" embodied the true will 
of the people. As animosities between the two sides 
increased, Maryland Governor Thomas Halliday Hicks carefully 
considered the situation. 
In 1861, Governor Hicks faced Maryland's questionable 
position in the possible upcoming Civil War. Although he 
was aware of strong Northern and Southern sentiments 
throughout the city, Hicks proclaimed himself a pacifist and 
held fast to a hope that war would be avoided: "I am a 
Marylander; I love my State and I love the Union, but I will 
suffer my right arm to be torn from my body before I raise 
it to strike a sister State. "5 With the threat of war 
growing stronger, delegates of the Maryland legislature 
5Quoted in Matthew Page Andrews, "Passage of the Sixth 
Massachusetts Regiment through Baltimore, April 19, 1861," 
Maryland Historical Magazine, XIV (1919), 60-76. 
attempted to coerce Governor Hicks into convening the State 
Assembly to address the question of secession. 6 
9 
Disregarding the wishes of his fellow politicians, Hicks was 
determined to prevent Maryland from choosing a side. Such 
an undertaking would have divided the state and resulted in 
violence. Hicks's reasoning was explained in the Baltimore 
American: "No state in the Union has a more difficult 
position. . Maryland is still so circumstanced as to be 
unable to give her full expression to the voice of her 
citizens . . . without incurring intense hostility from the 
side against which she pronounces. 117 Recognizing that his 
policy of neutrality was unpopular with his peers, Hicks 
appealed to the public. On April 19, 1861, Hicks, in 
conjunction with the Mayor of Baltimore, George William 
Brown, published a proclamation in the Baltimore Sun 
addressing the residents of Maryland on the issue of 
"choosing sides." The Governor's proclamation was 
concurrent with his dreams of avoiding war: 
In Consequence of our peculiar position it is 
not to be expected that the people of the State 
can unanimously agree upon the best mode of 
preserving the honor and integrity of the 
State, and of maintaining with in her limits 
that peace so earnestly desired by all good 
6william J. Evitts, A Matter of Allegiances - Maryland 
from 1850 to 1861 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1974), 161. 
7Baltimore American, May 14, 1861. 
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citizens. The emergency is great. The 
consequences of a rash step will be fearful. 
It is the imperative duty of every true son of 
Maryland to do all that can tend to arrest the 
threatened evil. I therefore counsel the 
people, in all earnestness, to withhold .their 
hands from whatever may tend to precipitate us 
into the gulf of discord and ruin gaping to 
receive us. 8 
The looming threat of war, coupled with the Governor's 
non-committal attitude, left Baltimore in a vulnerable 
position. 9 Union and Confederate supporters were growing 
anxious, leaving the city ripe for violence in the streets. 
On April 19, 1861, Hicks's.dreams of peaceful 
neutrality for Baltimore were shattered when a train arrived 
from Philadelphia carrying soldiers of the Sixth 
Massachusetts Regiment. on route to Washington, o.c., these 
soldiers were required to transfer trains in Baltimore. 
They disembarked at President street station around 10:30 
A.M. and began to walk to Camden station. The Commander of 
the regiment knew that the streets of Baltimore were lined 
with Confederate sympathizers eagerly waiting to "greet" the 
Union troops. Consequently, the regiment was ordered to 
proceed through the city carrying loaded guns. While 
811 Proclamations of Governor Hicks and Mayor Brown to 
the People of Maryland," Baltimore Sun, March 19, 1861. 
9while there is some evidence in Baltimore's newspapers 
of public support for Hick's neutrality policy, the overall 
trend indicates the growth and division of partisan 
viewpoints. 
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marching, the soldiers were taunted by large groups of 
Southern sympathizers yelling and waving Confederate flags. 
Some civilians accosted the soldiers by throwing rocks and 
several soldiers were injured. Aided by policemen, the 
troops pushed through the crowds. A few steps short of 
Jones Falls a gun shot was fired. The newly-trained 
soldiers responded prematurely and fired upon the crowd. 
Finally, at the corner of Light and Pratt Streets, the Mayor 
stepped into the crowd to help policemen form a barricade 
between the soldiers and the mob. The regiment marched 
through this barricade to safety and departed from Camden 
Station at 12:45 P.M. The Pratt Street riot had ended. 
The nation was shocked by news of the riot. Union 
supporters in Northern states accused Baltimore of being 
traitorous and called for revenge. The Boston courier 
summoned Bostonians to "organize, arm, and push on to 
Baltimore to lay it in ashes." 10 The New York Herald warned 
Baltimoreans that they must "abide the full penalty. 1111 
Motivated by this desire for revenge and a need to protect a 
direct route to the capital, Northern troops moved quickly 
toward Baltimore. This threat of invasion frightened the 
city, and gave rise to what one newspaper called "war 
1
°Manakee, 3 8 . 
11Ibid. 
12 
fever. 1112 As Baltimore prepared for defense, residents 
organized into local militia groups, drilled in the streets, 
and burned all bridges leading into the city. With Union 
troops in close proximity, anti-Union feelings swelled. 
Confederate and state flags were displayed amply throughout 
the city and Union supporters were harassed. 8 
The reason for Baltimore's anti-Union stance is 
unclear. It may have been the result of a majority of 
Confederate sympathizers, or Baltimore's natural defensive 
reaction against the threat of invasion. However, it is 
clear that the city believed "further bloodshed could be 
prevented only if Northern soldiers avoided Baltimore. 1114 
Fearing a possible confrontation between Maryland troops and 
the Union army, Governor Hicks negotiated with President 
Abraham Lincoln and received his promise that Federal troops 
would pass througp Maryland but avoid Baltimore. Satisfied 
with this compromise, Governor Hicks called a meeting of the 
state Assembly to discuss Maryland's position in the war. 
When the Maryland Assembly convened on April 27, 
efforts were made by various delegates to entice Governor 
12Baltimore American, May a, 1861. 
13Manakee, 39-43. These pages cite several examples of 
anti-Union violence such as the destruction of private 
property belonging to Union sympathizers. 
14Manakee, 3 7 . 
13 
Hicks to choose a side. Hicks held fast to his original 
convictions and, according to historian William Hunter 
Shannon, "urged his fellow countrymen to strive for peace 
and neutrality. This was the safest and sanest course the 
legislature could adopt.nu Consequently, the Assembly 
declared that it did not possess the constitutional power to 
make any decisions regarding secession and attempted to 
appease both the Union and Confederate governments. Still 
wanting to cover all his bases, Governor Hicks sent pro-
southern members of the Assembly to assure President 
Jefferson Davis that Maryland "sympathized with the Southern 
states and hoped for reconciliation and peace. 1116 Pro-
Northern representatives met with President Lincoln and 
pleaded for peace. Unfortunately, Governor Hicks's dream of 
a peacefully neutral Baltimore situated between two warring 
nations proved to_ be unrealistic and dangerous. Like a 
child who cannot make up his or her mind with an impatient 
parent at hand, Maryland's choice was· made for it. 
While the Maryland legislature attempted to address its 
question of loyalty, forces outside the state clamored to 
take Maryland as their own. The state's distinction as a 
15William Hunter Shannon, Public Education in Maryland 
(1825-1868) with Special Emphasis upon the 1860's (Ann 
Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms, 1964), 103. 
16Manakee, 51 • 
14 
neighbor and consequent protective border of Washington 
rendered it significant to the success of Union and 
Confederate strategies. Union states fervently called upon 
Lincoln to insure Maryland's allegiance as it provided 
direct access to the capital for all Northern states.n 
Southern states rejoiced at the prospect of acquiring 
Maryland's economic, industrial, and geographic assets for 
the confederacy. 18 As both sides awaited Maryland's choice, 
Lincoln ordered General Benjamin Butler to march through and 
secure various key cities in Maryland, avoiding Baltimore. 
General Winfield Scott, Commander in Chief of the Union 
Army, supplemented these directions with a recommendation to 
evade Baltimore only if the presence of ·Federal troops 
passed peacefully, without resistance. When reports reached 
General Scott that Baltimoreans were suspected of helping 
the Confederacy, the General replied, "It is probable that 
you will find them . . . proper subjects for seizure and 
examination. " 19 stretching this statement to the extreme, 
Butler interpreted Scott's words as permission to take 
control of Baltimore. 
On the night of May 13, 1861, General Butler guided his 
17Manakee, 4 3 • 
18Ibid. 
19As cited in Manakee, 50. 
15 
troops into Baltimore under the cover of a heavy 
thunderstorm. The city awoke the following morning to find 
the crest of Federal Hill populated by Butler's men busily 
setting up camp. Intending to silence all activities 
favoring the Confederacy, the General publicly proclaimed 
that "'rebellious acts must cease!'"20 He expanded on this 
state~ent by publishing announcements in the city's 
newspapers clarifying that all materials intended to aid 
Southern states would be seized. 21 Up to the point of 
invasion, events throughout the city suggested that 
Baltimore was flooded with Confederate sympathizers. The 
entrance of General Butler changed this as it signified the 
end of the Confederate cause in Baltimore; the city's large 
pro-southern faction seemingly disappeared overnight. One 
Union sympathizer remarked, 
I shall neve~ forget my feelings when entering 
the square on the morning of the 15th. . . . I 
just stood and gazed at the stars and stripes. 
• . . By noon that day the city was alive with 
flags . . • • In a few days it was found that 
there was a very large proportion of our 
citizens who were Unionists.n 
20As cited in Barbara Jeanne Fields, Slavery and Freedom 
on the Middle Ground - Maryland During the Nineteenth 
Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1985), 97-98. 
21Ibid. 
22
"Bloodshed in Baltimore," Wheeler Leaflet on Maryland 
History Series, Leaflet No. 18, Maryland Historical Society. 
16 
Ostensibly, the presence of General Butler's troops 
merely guaranteed that Baltimore would side with the Union. 
In reality, it produced numerous secondary repercussions as 
it ushered in a shift of political power. 
Prior to the arrival of Union troops, Southern 
sympathizers exercised a healthy voice in city politics and 
expre~sed their views at will. For six months, Confederate 
supporters dominated the state legislature and hoped to lead 
Maryland toward secession. In the fall of 1861, General 
Butler ordered that all "disloyal" men in political office 
be arrested, and arranged for the election of a new 
legislature. The result was an overwhelming victory for the 
new Unconditional Unionist party, which pledged to support 
the Union at any cost.n Between Butler's influence and the 
pro-Union state legislature, the Unconditional Unionists 
were able to swe~p through the city, usurping all positions 
of political and economic power.M This process was 
facilitated by General Butler's institution of martial law. 
Under martial law suspicion of Southern sympathizers 
escalated as the right of Habeas Corpus was ignored. Men 
23Charles Branch Clark, "Politics in Maryland During the 
Civil War" (Doctoral Dissertation, University of North 
Carolina, 1941), 388. 
24Jean H. Baker, The Politics of Continuitv - Maryland 
Political Parties from 1858 to 1870 (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1973), 62. 
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and women rumored to be southern sympathizers were 
imprisoned. There was no trial or search warrant, and 
little due process.~ These individuals could be held for 
an indefinite amount of time, sometimes without even knowing 
the crime for which they were being charged. Together, the 
Federal troops and the Unconditional Union party assured 
that Baltimore remained a Yankee town. 
The Unionist hold on the city was perpetuated through 
the manipulation of public elections that were fixed to 
guarantee that only Unionists were installed in public 
office. During elections, military officials gave furloughs 
to Maryland soldiers so they could return home to vote. At 
each election Union soldiers were stationed near the polls 
under the pretense of keeping the peace, but in reality 
their presence was used to frighten away Confederate 
supporters. Thi~ harassment aggrandized until 1864 when it 
culminated into a more direct test of choosing the right 
side. The scare tactics employed by Federal troops were no 
longer enough. 
In 1864, the state Assembly of Maryland passed a law 
that required all voters to take an oath of allegiance to 
the Federal government before voting. Most Northern 
sympathizers gladly supported the oath, while their 
~Clayton Colman Hall, ed., Baltimore - Its History and 
Its People (New York: Lewis Hist Publishing Co., 1912), 185. 
counterparts avoided the polls.M With only Unionists 
taking the oath the number of men voting sharply declined. 
Northern sympathizers voted for Unionist candidates, while 
Confederate sympathizers lost their political voice. The 
law requiring the oath of allegiance reduced the number of 
votes so dramatically that the Unconditional Union party 
remained in power until 1867. 
Along with the loyalty oath, the Unionists worked to 
18 
sustain their dominion over Maryland by writing a pro-Union 
constitution in 1864.v This new constitution officially 
abolished slavery throughout the state and formally 
recognized the Federal government as having more power than 
the state government. These points were in direct rejection 
of the Confederacy's pro-slavery position and its emphasis 
on states' rights and the legality of secession. The 1864 
constitution also reiterated the loyalty oath by denying the 
right to vote or hold public off ice to anyone who was 
26Many sources offered statistics regarding the ratio of 
registered to non-registered voters in Baltimore during this 
period. The general consensus seems to be that roughly one-
fourth of the city's white male citizens over the age of 
twenty-one qualified to vote under the oath of allegiance. 
Vcharles L. Wagandt, "Redemption or Reaction? Maryland 
in the Post Civil War Years," in Richardo. curry, ed., 
Radicalism, Racism, and Party Realignment - The Border 
States During Reconstruction (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1969), 162. 
suspected of being a Southern sympathizer. 28 Although the 
city of Baltimore existed under a democratic government, 
ruled by the authority of Federal troops, "Maryland and 
Baltimore existed under a dictatorship. 1129 
Unionists Relinquish their Power 
19 
Immediately following the conclusion of the civil War, 
political conditions in Baltimore remained much the same as 
during the war. As long as Federal troops posed a governing 
force in the city, Confederate sympathizers lived in fear 
and martial law was sustained. The surrender of General Lee 
at Appomattox in April 1865 brought joy to the sovereign 
Union Party of Baltimore. Although many assumed this 
declaration of peace meant an end to the wartime atmosphere 
of violence and ~uspicion, their assumptions proved 
premature. Less than a week after Lee's surrender, 
President Lincoln's assassination snuffed out Baltimore's 
hopes for peace as it instigated a resurgence of martial 
law, tight military control, and suspicion. The city's 
harassment of Southern sympathizers resumed in full force. 
u"Bloodshed in Baltimore." 
29Harry W. Krausse, "The History of Public Education in 
Baltimore from 1860-1890, 11 (Doctoral Dissertation: 
University of Maryland, 1942), 6. 
20 
Anyone wearing the color gray, including school children, 
was assumed to be a Confederate supporter. All individuals 
walking throughout the city were requi~ed to carry a pass, 
and no more than three people could attend a meeting. 30 
This condition ensued until 1867 when President Andrew 
Johnson proclaimed the rebellion officially over and 
military control of Baltimore came to an end. Maryland was 
finally free to make peace within its divided self. Slowly, 
the omnipresent Union party, which controlled Baltimore, 
gave way to Southern sympathizers who had been silenced for 
so long. 
When Federal troops withdrew from Baltimore in 1866 the 
city's southern supporters began to regain their voice. 
This large anti-Union faction grouped itself under the 
prewar Democratic party. No longer afraid of being 
arrested, pro-Southern Democrats fought Baltimore's Unionist 
government. Although their voice was suppressed during the 
war, Confederate sympathizers never lost their affection for 
their native city. Most pro-Southern Baltimoreans held fast 
to the belief that if Baltimore could have chosen which side 
to fight for, it would have selected the South. As proof of 
this, Southern sympathizers remembered the many Marylanders 
who fought for the Confederacy and worked to remove the one-
3
°Manakee, 61. 
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sided Unionist government from power. This coup, however, 
was not accomplished without a fight and so the struggle for 
political supremacy began. 31 
With the end of the war Maryland's political parties 
faced issues of reconstruction and were subsequently forced 
to re-evaluate their platforms. The Unconditional Union 
party staunchly supported the policies of the Federal 
government, including the passage of the Thirteenth 
Amendment. As a former slaveholding state Maryland's 
position on emancipation was complex. Feeling that views 
expressed by the Unconditional Unionists were too extreme, 
many Marylanders opted to abandon the party and a new 
political force took shape. On May 1, 1866, the 
Unconditional Union party divided into the Radical party, 
favoring the Union and emancipation and the Conservative 
party, supporting only the Union. 32 Owing to its nonliberal 
views on race, the Conservative party provided an inviting 
option for Southern sympathizers silenced during the war. 
The party enjoyed almost immediate success, and under the 
guidance of Governor Thomas Swann, labored to remove all 
Radical politicians from office. 
The Conservative party's first victory in Baltimore 
31Thomas J. Scharf, The History of Baltimore City and 
County {Philadelphia: Louis H. Everts, 1881), 162. 
32wagandt, 165. 
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focused on unfair voter registration laws and the illegal 
manipulation of public elections. The party formed a 
committee and presented its case to the state Assembly. The 
Assembly, largely composed of Radicals, told the committee 
that "the registered voters of Maryland will listen to no 
proposition to repeal or modify the registry law. 1133 In 
retaliation, the committee organized a petition signed by 
4,000 Baltimoreans. The petition was presented to the 
Governor requesting that the police commissioners of 
Baltimore be removed from office on the charge of 
partisanship. 34 The people of Baltimore felt that the 
police were unjustly using their power to sway public 
elections in favor of the Radicals. To accomplish this, 
police allegedly held members of the Democratic party in 
jail on election day to prevent them from voting. The 
petition stated that 
the Board of Police in violation of law and the 
liberty of the citizens, gave orders to the 
police justices not to hear any case, or take 
bail, or in manner release any person arrested 
or committed on the day of the election, but in 
all cases to keep them confined until after six 
o'clock in the evening of that day." 
Upon examination, the police commissioners were found 
33Ibid. 163. 
34Ibid. 
35As cited in Thomas J. Scharf, The . Chronicles of 
Baltimore (Baltimore: Turnbull Brothers, 1874), 163. 
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guilty as charged and were incarcerated. In November 1866, 
when elections were held to select new police commissioners, 
the Conservative party triumphed, and the Radicals' grasp on 
Baltimore was loosened. 
Baltimore's Confederate population continued to reclaim 
its power by abolishing the state Constitution of 1864 and 
replacing it with new Constitution in 1867. With the 
nullification of the extremely pro-Union Constitution came 
the abolition of the loyalty oath. This oath was the 
vehicle through which three-fourths of the city's population 
was denied the right to vote during the war. 
Political Changes and Economic Effects 
As Southern supporters gradually regained a voice in 
Baltimore's political arena, they also sought to revive 
their economic interest in the city. During the war 
Baltimore lost a significant number of its Southern 
investors as they were ostracized from the city. 
Experiencing the loss of literally half its economy, 
Baltimore suffered financially and struggled to survive. 
Without Southern patronage, businesses closed, schools shut 
down, and trading faltered. Baltimore Democrats who had 
been silenced for four long years aggressively reentered the 
city's economy. Likewise, businessmen from the South once 
24 
again expressed an interest in Baltimore. The city's 
Southern supporters felt that their most important job was 
to help the South re-establish its business ties. 36 
Although a considerable amount of Baltimore's money was 
spent rebuilding the South's economy, the city's economy 
picked up quickly and a period of industrial growth ensued. 
Factories sprang up throughout the city and manufactured 
everything from garments to cigars. 37 once Baltimore's 
economy began to expand, the city entered a period of great 
cultural development. Soon Baltimore was known for its 
universities, colleges, medical and other professional 
schools, hospitals, charitable institutions, theaters, and 
music schools. 38 Among the noteworthy facilities that 
opened during this period were the Peabody Institute, Johns 
Hopkins University, and the Enoch Pratt Library. 
Historian Morton Keller commented on the dynamics of a 
generation in Affairs of State: "The philosopher Ortega y 
Gasset spoke of generations as states of 'historical 
coexistence' in which the major events of a time determine 
36Hamilton Owens, Baltimore on the Chesapeake (Garden 
City, New Jersey: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1941), 289. 
37Sherry Olson, Baltimore - The Building of an American 
City (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980), 176. 
38Vernon s. Vavrina, The History of Public Education in 
the City of Baltimore 1829-1956 (Washington, D.C.: Catholic 
University Press, 1958), 9. 
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the character of a society's attitudes, actions, and 
institutions. 1139 Baltimore's newfound economic and cultural 
advancement signaled that the process of healing had begun. 
People throughout the city had experienced that tragedy of 
war. All these people together formed a generation. As 
Baltimoreans attempted to rebuild their lives, mourn their 
losses, and reunite their country, their state, and their 
city, they did so as individuals, and as one people. Their 
grieving process can be examined through the staples of 
their society. Wherever Baltimoreans gathered as a people 
their bereavement could be seen. 
39Morton Keller, Affairs of State (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1977), viii. 
CHAPTER 2 
BEREAVEMENT AND CELEBRATION 
Stages of Grief 
As residents of a border city, Baltimoreans were 
traumatized by a war that divided not only their country and 
state, but also the environment in which they lived. 
Residents were forced to endure innumerable hardships 
including the loss of loved ones, decreased financial and 
social stability, and intense emotional distress. In the 
years after the war, they assessed and grieved these losses 
.individually and as a community. Their bereavement began 
when Baltimore was forced to choose a side and lasted well 
into the late nineteenth century, when residents were at 
last prepared to reconcile their Union and Confederate 
halves. 
In Death and Dying Jean Knox discusses the grieving 
process. 1 According to Knox, the loss of a loved one 
necessitates a period of bereavement, when emotional healing 
can be divided into several phases. Usually, the bereaved 
first reacts to personal loss with a sense of numbness and 
denial. The loss does not yet seem a reality and therefore 
the bereaved is immune to emotional pain. With time the 
1Jean Knox and Ann Kaiser Sterns were selected as 
sources for this thesis because their theories regarding the 
stages of grief are in agreement with those of thanatologist 
Beverly Raphel. 
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death becomes real and then sorrow and depression soon 
follow. The bereaved feels the pain of separation from his 
or her loved one. Knox explains this sadness as a time to 
"mourn the departed, yearning for his or her company."2 
Though intense at first, this emotional pain gradually 
dissipates into a new phase of recovery. In the recovery 
phase the bereaved reformulates his or her perception of 
death and the deceased, which eventually gives way to a 
sense of peace and acceptance. According to Knox, this last 
stage "marks a fresh beginning . . • gradually the mourner 
molds a new identity shaped by grief. 113 
The mourning process is the only way the bereaved can 
continue with life. The more fully the mourner grieves, the 
more relief he or she will feel. 4 This emotional movement 
toward recovery can take anywhere from six weeks to a year, 
depending upon the circumstances of the death. But for 
survivors of a disaster, such as war, the mourning process 
may never really end. Survivors may by scarred with an 
"imprint of death," whereby the emotional journey from 
2Jean Knox, Death and Dying (New York: Chelsea House 
Publishers, 1989), 60. 
3Knox, 61. 
4Ann Kaiser Sterns, Living Through Personal Crisis 
(Chicago: Thomas Moore Press, 1984), 75. 
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denial to recovery may take a lifetime. 5 
Residents of Baltimore allowed themselves to experience 
grief, as it enabled them to move on with their lives. 
However, since every individual progresses through the 
phases of grief at a different rate, and each was marked 
with the "imprint of death," Baltimore grieved at a very 
slow speed. Through an examination of the city's mourning 
process over a fifty-year period, a sense of Baltimore's 
collective grief is revealed. Characteristics of denial, 
sorrow, and recovery can be seen at almost every juncture in 
the latter part of the nineteenth century. Baltimoreans 
never fully completed their journey toward the recovery 
phase. Distracted by the Spanish-American war and the death 
of many of its civil War veterans, the city finally 
reconciled its divided self in the late nineteenth century. 
This reconciliation was solidified in the mid twentieth 
century when a new generation, free of the grief caused by 
the Civil War, pubiicly reconciled Baltimore's Northern and 
Southern sides. 
Baltimore's progress through its painful grieving 
process pervaded many aspects of city life. The community's 
focal points of public assemblage included places, events, 
and organizations. These public institutions provided 
5Knox, 61. 
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Baltimoreans with an opportunity to gather on common ground 
and express their feelings. According to Susan Davis, such 
institutions of culture were "straightforward reflections of 
notions shared by all. 116 They were "not only patterned by 
social f orces--they have been part of the very building and 
challenging of social relations. 117 They were a mode of 
communication between various political groups and social 
classes, and they revealed the ideas of a society. Public 
gathering points from this period are a source of insight 
into Baltimore's progression through its grieving process. 
such points as public cemeteries, national holiday 
celebrations, and various citywide organizations provide an 
index into the changing feelings Baltimoreans had about the 
war. An examination of Baltimore's major public gathering 
points following the war will reveal the city's progression 
through its grief and recovery. 
Celebration After the War 
On April 9, 1865, General Lee surrendered to General 
Grant at Appomattox Courthouse. The prayers of many 
Northerners and Southerners had finally been answered--the 
6susan G. Davis, Parades and Power, (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 1986), 3. 
7 • . Davis, 5. 
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Civil War was over. This occasion of peace was met with 
reactions ranging from quiet reflection to joyful outcry. 
In Baltimore Northern sympathizers were elated with victory. 
Southern sympathizers, although defeated, were relieved to 
see the conflict finally end. 
Although the war officially ended in April, 1865, 
evidence of its impending termination permeated Baltimore 
during the early spring months. The imminent approach of 
Union victory brought increased patriotic and nationalistic 
enthusiasm to many Baltimoreans. The zealous sentiments of 
Unionists overshadowed the disappointment of Southern 
sympathizers, whose voice had long been silenced. The all-
encompassing fervor of Unionists in Baltimore resulted from 
the success of the military, the possibility of peace coming 
soon, and the desire of people on the home front to support 
their loved-ones in battle. This enthusiasm became evident 
on the anniversary of George Washington's Birthday in 
February, 1865. 
By the mid nineteenth century, Washington's Birthday 
was an established national holiday. 8 In 1865 it fell just 
days after the Union Army's recapture of Fort Sumter in 
South Carolina and only three months before Grant's final 
victory. The possibility that peace was within reach 
8This statement is based upon the Baltimore sun's 
coverage of Washington's birthday between 1860 and 1890. 
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excited Baltimoreans. Consequently, they used February 22 
to celebrate extravagantly. Traditionally, Washington's 
Birthday was a day to commemorate the honorable man who led 
Britain's fledgling colonies in building their own nation. 
It involved the display of flags, the closing of schools, 
and such typical nineteenth century social activities as 
balls and plays. Prior to the war the day had been observed 
throughout Baltimore with commemorative festivities and 
enthusiasm, but in 1865 it was celebrated with an 
unprecedented level of excitement. 
Because of the pre-existing sense of patriotism and 
nationalism, Baltimoreans used Washington's Birthday as a 
holiday for personal enjoyment and patriotic fervor. Bells 
rang throughout the city at sunrise, noon, and sunset, and 
salutes were fired at regular intervals. Flags were 
displayed on all public buildings and on many private 
residences. Even some street cars were decorated with flags 
and red, white, and blue banners. The annual Ball of the 
Independent Greys was held, and Baltimoreans crowded the 
city's streets as they enjoyed their day off. 9 This 
celebration touched Baltimore's Union and Confederate 
sympathizers alike and it rejuvenated their commitment to 
9The Annual Ball of the Independent Greys was a formal 
social event held by the civilian military organization, The 
Independent Greys, in honor of Washington's birthday. 
the ideals behind American democracy. However, as Southern 
sympathizers were prevented by law from expressing their 
political views, the public commemoration of Washington's 
Birthday belonged mostly to the city's Union residents. 
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Similarly, when the Fourth of July, 1865, was chosen to be 
the pinnacle of all victory celebrations, Baltimore's public 
festivities catered to Union sympathizers. 
President John Adams once stated that the Fourth of 
July should be celebrated with "Pomp and Parade, with Shews, 
Game Sports, Guns,; Bells, Bonfires, and Illuminations from 
one end of this Continent to the other .... 1110 From its 
first secretive celebration in 1776 to the present day 
large-scale public observance, Independence Day has provided 
Americans with an opportunity to take pride in their country 
and celebrate freedom. July 4, 1865, marked a unique 
version of this celebration of freedom in Baltimore. 
Because of the unusual events that had shaped the nation 
over the previous' four years, Independence Day celebrations 
at the close of the war were unlike any Baltimore had 
enjoyed in the past. 
The Baltimore Sun's coverage of the city's 1865 
Independence Day celebration filled the entire front page of 
1°Taken from a plaque in the Second Bank of the United 
States in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
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the newspaper. 11 According to one article the day's 
celebration was "more general and hearty than for many years 
previous." Prior the civil War, the Fourth of July in 
Baltimore had been enthusiastically celebrated. 12 During 
the Civil War years, celebrations fluctuated from healthy 
and highly attended to almost nonexistent. 13 The 
dangerously close proximity of the Confederate and Union 
armies sometimes made it difficult to celebrate at all. 
Between 1862 and 1864 Baltimore's Fourth of July 
celebrations declined consistently. July, 1863 brought the 
invasion of Maryland's neighboring state, Pennsylvania, and 
the institution of martial law throughout the city. Because 
of these extreme circumstances, the Fourth of July, 1863, 
passed with only minimal celebration. 14 The absence of 
traditional aspects of American culture, such as 
Independence Day celebrations, made Baltimoreans yearn for 
the war to end. The Baltimore City Council planned its 
grand post-war Independence Day festivities as a means of 
compensating Baltimoreans for Fourth of Julys forgotten 
11Baltimore Sun, July 6, 1865. 
12Jennifer Prior, "The Evolution of July Fourth 
Celeb~ations in Baltimore During the Civil War Years" 
(Senior Thesis, Loyola College: Baltimore, 1992), 2-10. 
13Ibid, 10-18. 
14Ibid, 13-15. 
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during the war. 
A Baltimore sun editorial on July 3, 1865, set the mood 
for the upcoming Independence Day celebration: "the day will 
be observed, not only as the anniversary of the dawn of 
American Independence, but also as a jubilee for the return 
of peace." This theme permeated the city through 
celebratory activities and through legislation. During the 
holiday festivities the writ of Habeas Corpus, suspended in 
1861, ··was reinstated. 15 The return of this cherished right 
fit the atmosphere of the national holiday. Residents of 
Baltimore were publicly given back their rights at a time 
when, eighty-nine years earlier, Americans had strongly 
asserted their rights. 
The war had ended and now Baltimoreans could return to 
their pre-war lives--or so they thought. Although the 
fighting was over, strong partisan views still separated 
Baltimore's Northern and Southern sympathizers. Newspaper 
editorials invited the city's Confederate supporters to 
participate in the day's activities: "Those who in war have 
been our enemies, and now in peace are again our friends, 
will also share in the commemoration of this day. 1116 
Reporters claimed that the fourth would provide an 
15Baltimore sun, July 6, 1865. 
16Bal timore American, July 4, 1865. 
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appropriate opportunity to understand "the objects of strife 
and the purposes of the contestants" equally, and to focus 
not on the war itself, but on the "teachings" of the 
conflict.n Filled with good intentions, these promises 
were no match for the City Council's grand victory 
celebration and Southern sympathizers were somewhat excluded 
from the day's agenda. 
July 4, 1865, provided Union sympathizers with a public 
chance to celebrate peace, and victory. For them, these 
newly obtained freedoms embodied the liberty granted through 
the Declaration of Independence. Confederate sympathizers 
in Baltimore valued the return of peace but found little 
reason to celebrate. They still believed in the ideals of 
the Declaration of Independence. It was upon these ideals 
that they claimed the right to secede from the Union. But 
because the voice of Union forces dominated July 4, 1865, 
Southern supporters did not commemorate the day with 
enthusiasm. Thus·, one aspect of their city had changed 
irreversibly. 
In preparing for Independence Day the Baltimore City 
Council allocated five thousand dollars for a citywide 
celebration of unprecedented size and extravagance. This 
celebration included the closing of all businesses and 
17Ibid. 
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schools, patriotic orations, military parades, concerts, ten 
public displays of fireworks set to live music, the firing 
of salutes at intervals throughout the day, and a display of 
gas jets spelling out 11 1776, 11 "1865, 11 and "Union Forever" in 
fiery lights. Over thirty thousand people thronged Druid 
Hill Park, the traditional focus of Fourth of July 
activities in Baltimore, and an additional six thousand 
filled Patterson Park. 18 The City council's motives in 
staging such a pageant of festivities ranged from good will 
to manipulation. 
Among the activities planned for Independence Day 1865 
were several orations delivered in Druid Hill Park. Each 
speaker was carefully selected by the City council for his 
support of the Union and expectations for the city's postwar 
experience. It was believed that only "men of eloquence" 
could "assert the supremacy of truth and the moral grandeur 
of the war. 11 ~ Through these orators the city Council 
conveyed to its audience the manner in which the war and its 
subsequent peace should be considered and handled. The 
general message of all four speeches was one of celebration, 
renewal, and moving on. Baltus H. Kennard, a prominent 
Baltimore attorney, began his oration by congratulating his 
18Baltimore sun, July 6, 1865. 
19Baltimore American, July 4, 1865. 
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audience for enduring the test of war. This speech reveals 
the strain placed upon Baltimoreans and the difficulties 
they endured during the war. Kennard reassured his 
listeners that their fight had not been in vain because 
slavery had been abolished. Owing to the emancipation of 
the slaves, not only was the "glory of the country renewed, 
its integrity vindicated," but the United States was "now 
free to take her place in the foremost nationalities of the 
earth~; " 20 According to Kennard, the United States had 
arisen from the storm of fire and blood, 
clash of steel and war musketry, firm as a 
rock in mid ocean; sublime as the 
everlasting hills whose summits are ever 
crowned with sunlight--her proportions not 
lessened, her admeasurement unchanged. 21 
This expression instructed the residents of Baltimore 
to resume their pre-war lives. Kennard explained that the 
only way war could have negatively affected the people of 
Baltimore was by physically splitting them in half to change 
their "admeasurement. 11 When Kennard delivered this speech 
he did not acknowledge that Baltimoreans had changed, and 
that they were divided. It would be a long time before they 
reunited so that their summits could be "crowned with 
sunlight." 
Governor Alexander W. Randall, the former Governor of 
2
°Baltimore Sun, July 6, 1865. 
21 Ibid. 
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Wisconsin and the current Postmaster General, followed 
Kennard's speech with a much longer presentation, but a 
similar theme. Randall's speech began with a narration of 
the early history of the country and progressed into an 
explanation of the "wide difference between State's rights 
and the rights of the States. 1122 According to Randall, this 
topic required explanation because "the mistaken ideals of 
absolute state sovereignty had been most effectually washed 
out by the rebellion, and we should hear r.o more of such 
dogmas on this continent. 1123 He then proceeded to thank God 
that the war was over and claimed that through its trial 
America "was stronger and more powerful than ever before. 1124 
Randall then proposed to use this power to ensure "that 
every disposition was being shown by the people, the masses, 
of the Southern States, to comply with the comparative 
necessities of the occasion, and consequent requirements of 
the government. 1125 Through this oration Randall taught 
Baltimoreans that the war should be blamed solely on the 
South for its interest in slavery and states rights, and 
that the South should now succumb to the North's every 
22Ibid. 
23Ibid. 
24Ibid. 
25Ibid. 
order. This message did not exactly create a healthy 
environment in which reconciliation could occur. 
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Both speeches conveyed their desire for Baltimoreans to 
leave the war behind and move forward. Both focused on the 
national government gaining power and bringing more 
prosperity to its people. Both also reassured the residents 
of Baltimore that the war was fought for valuable reasons. 
Unionists were consoled that amidst the damage and 
destruction that resulted from war, the evil institution of 
slavery was abolished. Confederate minds were soothed in 
knowing that even though they lost, the war would put 
America among the leading nations of the world. An 
editorial in the Baltimore American explained that the war 
"solved the problem. . . . of industry and wealth. 1126 
Although Southern sympathizers may not have found this 
promise enticing for patriotic reasons, the implied promise 
of prosperity was still attractive. 
Kennard and ·Randall wanted Baltimore to get over the 
loss of war and move forward. But they instructed their 
listeners to go about this in the wrong way. People 
mourning the loss of a loved-one can never fully get through 
their grief and move on until they allow themselves to feel 
the pain of bereavement. Experiencing this pain will then 
26Baltimore American, July 4, 1865. 
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permit them to come to terms with their loss, find peace, 
and then look toward the future. The city of Baltimore 
would never be able to move forward unless it allowed itself 
to grieve and consequently come to terms with its loss. 
Only then would it be able to make peace within its divided 
self. The Fourth of July orators at Druid Hill Park 
suggested their audience do the opposite. They encouraged 
Baltimoreans to ignore the phases of grieving, corning to 
terms, and finding peace. Instead, they wanted Baltimore to 
accelerate through these important stages and focus on the 
future. The message communicated through these speeches 
displays the lack of understanding Baltimore had about what 
its post-war experience would be like. Baltimoreans had not 
yet realized that the environment of pre-war life could 
never really be recreated. They did not see that the city 
needed to heal its wounds and reunite. Fresh out of war, 
Northern and Southern sympathizers still feared their 
opponents and were unwilling to welcome them home. This, 
unfortunately, was the only step that could lead to a return 
of the peace that the people enjoyed before the war. 
Randall and Kennard's speeches suggest that they did 
not understand this need for reconciliation because the war 
had just ended. Evidence of its recent conclusion permeated 
the city in July, 1865. Aside from military parades, 
Baltimore's fear of violence, which grew during periods of 
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military occupation, still consumed its residents. On July 
4th, the Baltimore Sun published a request to the city's 
residents: 
Let there be no excesses of any description, 
and above all let each and everyone remember 
that he is a citizen of that great country, the 
birth of whose is being celebrated. 
The Baltimore Police Marshall followed this request with a 
an order to policemen to "arrest all parties using 
firearms. 1127 These announcements advertised in the paper 
reflect the fear that the atmosphere of war would return. 
To manage this fear most Baltimoreans adopted attitudes 
similar to those of Randall and Kennard. Still considering 
their wartime opponent to be dangerous and untrustworthy, 
the city failed to consider reconciliation as a necessary 
component of peace. While the majority of Baltimoreans 
adhered to these beliefs, a small minority clearly 
recognized the value of renouncing partisan views. An 
editorial published in the Baltimore Sun on July 4, 1865 
read: 
It will be made an occasion to joyous 
acknowledgement that fraternal brotherhood is 
no longer to be shed. . . . and . . . . that 
sectional animosities and divisions are no 
longer to avail against political and social 
union, and the.working out of a joint destiny 
by the North and South. . . . 
This editorial asked Baltimoreans to abandon their 
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sectional biases, forgive one another by shedding 
"animosities," and reunite to share a "joint destiny." It 
prescribed the path Baltimore needed to take to find peace 
within itself. Unfortunately, the city was not yet ready 
for this message. The seeds of reconciliation were planted, 
but 1865 was too soon for them to grow. 
The road to restoring pre-war peace in Baltimore could 
only be reached through reconciliation, and reconciliation 
could only be obtained through grief. The events of July, 
1865, allowed many people to feel proud of the war they had 
endured, rejoice in the conclusion of war, and revel in 
their victory. However, once the pomp and circumstance wore 
off, Baltimore discovered that the aftermath of war was not 
all parades, fireworks, and speeches, but included feelings 
of pain and emptiness. Many hoped the war would disappear 
from their lives after it was over. Battle headlines might 
no longer occupy the front pages of the paper, and the 
constant fear of .violence and destruction might subside, but 
the pain of all that was lost between 1861 and 1865 only 
grew more intense. 
In addition to planning a colorful citywide celebration 
for Independence Day, 1865, the Baltimore city Council 
organized an excursion to witness the dedication of a 
National cemetery and civil War monument in Gettysburg, 
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Pennsylvania. 28 The cemetery was created to bury Civil War 
soldiers and the monument to commemorate their deaths. As a 
city located north of Baltimore, Gettysburg fought for the 
Union and was never forced to endure the internal strife of 
a border city. Unlike Baltimore, their community was not 
ripped apart by partisan views. Without this inner 
conflict, residents of Gettysburg were able to "let down 
their guard" and allow themselves to grieve. They did this 
publicly by establishing a national cemetery and laying the 
cornerstone for a monument. The cemetery signaled that they 
were ready to mourn their dead actively. The monument 
signified an ability to give closure to the event of war. 
Both were public declarations that for Gettysburg, the war 
was over, its people were ready to mourn their losses, come 
to terms with the war they had fought, and move on with 
their lives. For Baltimore, this process was a bit more 
drawn out. 
28Baltimore Sun, July 6, 1865. 
CHAPTER 3 
THE HEALING PROCESS 
Premature Attempts at Reconciliation 
I~itially a few Baltimoreans recognized the need for 
reconciliation. They addressed this need by attempting to 
unite Northern and Southern sympathizers on common ground. 1 
One such attempt occurred on September 20, 1865, when a 
public monument was erected to Thomas Wildey, the founder of 
the Independent Order of Odd Fellows. Wildey, a member of 
the Order in England, started a Baltimore branch of that 
fraternity when he emigrated to America. The organization 
was intended to "support throughout all quarters of the 
world, the principle of Charity."2 Odd Fellow Lodges spread 
quickly throughout the country and even into Canada. After 
Wildey's death in 1861, the Baltimore chapter of the Odd 
Fellows resolved to construct a monument in his honor and a 
fund-raising committee set out to procure a suitable 
location. During the search the Baltimore city government 
offered to donate a plot of land on North Broadway, in the 
heart of the city. The dedication ceremony took place six 
1Scharf, The Chronicles of Baltimore, 660. 
2J.F. Weishampel, Jr., Weishampel's New Monumental City 
Guide Book (Baltimore: Weishampel's Bookseller and 
Stationer, 1866), 88. 
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months after the war's conclusion and was used as a 
gathering point for Baltimoreans of Northern and Southern 
sentiments: 
Wednesday, the twentieth of September, will 
long be remembered in the history of the 
Monumental city .... as not only being the 
day for the dedicatory services of the Wildey 
monument to take place, but as a grand reunion 
of fraternal feelings among the brotherhood of 
the entire Union, members of the fraternity 
from North, South, East, and West joining hand 
in hand again with the same brotherly love 
3 
The dedication ceremony for the monument included a 
huge procession of all members of the order from their lodge 
to the monument. The monument's location, in a central, 
public place, was extremely significant. During its 
dedication, Baltimoreans from both sides of the war 
peacefully gathered in the center of town and participated 
equally in the festivities. This gathering contrasts with 
Baltimore's Independence Day celebration in 1865 during 
which Union sympathizers dominated the day's events. 
Although it was not a Civil War monument, the Wildey 
monument provided Baltimore with an opportunity to assemble 
its divided halves on neutral and equal territory. This 
gathering closely resembled that of a reconciliation, as 
"members of the fraternity from North and South . . . 
joining hand in hand again with the same brotherly love." 
3Scharf, The Chronicles of Baltimore, 660. 
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Residents of Baltimore had a chance to see how it felt to 
attempt reconciliation. Although the dedication of the 
Wildey monument occurred without any major disturbance, 
Baltimoreans were not yet ready to forgive one another. 
This event was the only gathering of its kind where 
Unionists and Confederates met equally on common ground 
between 1865 and 1880. 4 Following the dedication of the 
Wildey monument the theme of reconciliation was rarely 
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mentioned and the war and its aftermath passed without great 
recognition. 
The Early Stages of Grief 
Although the end of war in Baltimore was initially 
celebrated with tremendous glory and color, the coming of 
peace proved to bring more sadness than merrymaking. 
Compelled out of their sense of denial by the permeating 
"imprint of death," residents of Baltimore began to grieve 
their losses. Their transition into the active mourning 
phase encompassed not only emotions of profound sorrow but 
also questions of personal responsibility. The city's 
divided nature prohibited the expression of personal 
4After the dedication of the Wildey monument Baltimore 
did not gather publicly on neutral grounds until the city's 
sesquicentennial celebration in 1880. 
bereavement in public. Therefore, grief was relegated to 
secured areas of society such as cemeteries. 
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In The Anatomy of Bereavement, Beverly Raphel explains 
that the emotional turmoil that a person experiences after 
the loss of a loved one is the pain of separation: 
the bereaved's emotional experience following 
the funeral ceremony is usually one of 
separation pain. The absence of the dead is 
everywhere palpable. • . . Grief breaks over 
the bereaved in waves of distress. 5 
Separation pain prompts an insatiable desire to see the 
deceased again. As this is not possible the bereaved seeks 
comfort in the company of others. 6 According to Gaines 
Foster many cities recovering from the Civil War became 
somewhat fixated with death, and consequently set aside 
specific factions of their society for mourning and 
commemoration. This process allowed grief to expand from an 
individual to a societal experience. Foster explains that 
"talk of death offered a temporary psychological escape" and 
thus enabled individuals to comfort one another. 7 
5Beverly Raphel, The Anatomy of Bereavement (New York: 
Basic Books, Inc., 1983), 41. Raphel was selected as a 
source for this thesis because she is considered to be one 
the leading thanatologists in bereavement today. (See Wass, 
Hannelore and Robert Neimeyer, eds., Dying: Facing the Facts 
(Bristol, Pa.: Taylor and Francis, 1995), 216. 
7Gaines M. Foster, Ghosts of the Confederacy (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1987), 37. 
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Baltimoreans initially became fixated with death during 
the Civil War when the public observation of death in 
cemeteries rose to an almost daily occurrence. Each burial 
signified not only the loss of an individual, but also 
represented the utter devastation of war. After the war's 
completion Baltimoreans assessed and grieved their losses 
and turned to cemeteries as vehicles of bereavement and 
social communication. 
- The emotional significance of a cemetery far surpasses 
its pragmatic existence. Essentially, the cemetery is the 
location of the deceased's grave. More importantly, it is 
the site of the deceased's funeral. A funeral provides the 
bereaved with an opportunity to grieve openly, and, 
according to Raphel, experience the "comfort and consolation 
of others." It not only gives the bereaved a chance to say 
goodbye to the deceased, but also to experience the presence 
of the dead person one last time. It eases the bereaved out 
of the denial phase and into the phases of mourning and 
sorrow. As the site of such a significant emotional 
experience, cemeteries took on. increased importance. The 
bereaved could return to the cemetery and visit the 
deceased's grave site time and time again. By doing this 
the bereaved could continue to say goodbye while somehow re-
exper iencing and feeling close to the deceased. The 
bereaved could also give themselves the opportunity to feel 
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the pain of separation as they "found solace and inspiration 
in the cemeteries. 118 
Residents of Baltimore followed this pattern as 
cemetery visitation escalated during the post-war years. 
Individuals were drawn to the city's many burial grounds for 
personal comfort and social support. The ability of 
cemeteries to facilitate the grieving process was enhanced 
by the appealing horticultural style they adapted from the 
city's parks. During the nineteenth century Baltimore 
boasted several large parks, such as Patterson Park, 
Lafayette Park, and the most popular, Druid Hill Park. 
Established in 1860, Druid Hill Park was financed by 
the city government. Aside from the Park's beautiful green 
lawns, it contained, "natural springs, a zoo, a bandstand, 
pavilions, lakes, walks, promenades, and statuary. 119 Druid 
Hill created a pseudo-rural environment in a large urban 
city. Baltimoreans flocked to Druid Hill to escape their 
hectic lives and enjoy the beauty of nature. The Park 
served as the main gathering spot for citywide celebrations 
such as the Fourth of July, but more importantly it became a 
popular place for relaxing walks, picnics, and even boating 
8Ibid. , 40. 
9Jaques Kelly, The Pratt Library Album--Baltimore 
Neighborhoods in Focus (Baltimore: Enoch Pratt Library, 
1986)' 35. 
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on the lake that was reported to be "a Sunday afternoon 
favorite. 1110 Druid Hill also served as neutral ground where 
residents from all walks of life and political convictions 
could intermingle. 
Mirroring city parks such as Druid Hill in their 
construction, Baltimore cemeteries following the Civil War 
evolved to fulfill a similar purpose as points of 
socialization. When Green Mount cemetery was founded in 
Baltimore in 1839, its dedication ceremony included a brief 
religious service, a choir performing a selection by the 
composer Mendelssohn, two hymns composed by Baltimore 
lawyers especially for the occasion, and an oration by a 
prominent American novelist and congressman. 11 The ceremony 
was described as "a great day in the history of the city 
when the crowds filed out on that lovely Saturday afternoon 
to the spot where the exercises were to be held in the open 
air, under the shade of the great forest trees.nu The 
opening of Green Mount cemetery was an important event in 
Baltimore history as it would soon come to be a gathering 
10Susan Ellery Green, Baltimore: An Illustrated History 
(Woodland Hills, California: Windser Publications, 1980), 
130. 
11The Proprietors of Green Mount Cemetery, Green Mount 
Cemetery - One Hundredth Anniversary (Baltimore: privately 
published, 1938), 13. 
12Ibid, 12-13. 
point for people from all social and political 
backgrounds. 13 
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Green Mount's park-like atmosphere, like Druid Hill's, 
attracted Baltimoreans. Green Mount contained rolling green 
lawns, natural springs, a pond, a fountain, park benches, 
winding walkways, and specific areas dedicated to certain 
types of flowers and trees, such as Rose Circle, Tulip 
Circle, and Beechnut and Walnut areas. 14 A close 
examination of maps of Druid Hill and Green Mount reveals 
their strikingly similar layouts.(See Maps 1 and 2). Green 
Mount's entranceway resembled Druid Hill's as both featured 
iron gates and stone walls.(See Illustrations 1 and 2). 
Both were constructed to be set apart from the rest of the 
city. Druid Hill was designed as an attractive, inviting 
place where Baltimoreans could come for recreation. Green 
Mount was principally devised as a burial ground, but its 
creators hoped that through its inviting atmosphere it would 
come to fill a more social role. 
Green Mount's design reflected popular trends in 
nineteenth century cemetery construction. Beginning in 
13Baltimore's two most significant cemeteries, Louden 
Park and Green Mount, were both located in neutral areas of 
the city and consequently catered to all social classes. 
14Jane B. Wilson, The Very Quiet Baltimoreans 
(Shippensburg, Pennsylvania: White Mane Publishing Co., 
Inc., 1991), 17. 
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Map 2. 
Illustrat i on 1. 
Gateway to Green Mount Cemetary, 1838. (Photo taken from Green Mount Cemetary - One Hundredth 
Anniversary. Published by Tue Proprietors of Green Mount Cemetary, Baltimore. 1939.) 
Illustration 2 . 
Gateway to Druid Hill Park after 1868. (Photo taken from Baltimore: When She Was Whal She Used 
To Be. Wriaen by Marion and Mame Warren. published by Johns Hopkins Press, 1983.) 
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Paris, with the famous Pere la Chaise, cemeteries took on an 
inviting, garden-like quality with trees, flowers, and 
winding paths. 15 This style of cemetery first came to 
America with the construction of Mount Auburn cemetery in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. Mount Auburn, according to 
Stanley French, was devised to be a "new type of burial 
place. . . . not only to be a decent place of interment, but 
to serve as a cultural ins ti tut ion as well. " 16 Through 
nature these cemeteries sought to remove the mourner from 
their urban environment to seek God's presence and comfort. 
French explains this concept: "if in our wanderings 
throughout the grounds we come across some flower blooming 
unseen in a remote spot, we should experience a feeling of 
the spontaneous goodness of God. " 17 Green Mount mirrored 
its predecessors not only in its many garden-like 
attributes, but also in its use of cemetery statuary. 
Just as nature could be used to facilitate the grieving 
process, so could statuary art. Although the basic function 
of a cemetery headstone is to mark the exact location of a 
15stanley French, "The Cemetery as a Cultural 
Institution: the Establishment of Mount Auburn and the Rural 
Cemetery Movement," American Quarterly 26 (March 1974), 37-
59. 
16Ibid, 38. 
17French, 47, taken from Nehemiah Adams, "Mount Auburn," 
American Quarterly Observer 26 (July 3, 1834), 149-172, 159-
60. 
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grave, its size and design can often expand its power to 
fulfill a much higher purpose. In efforts of grief and 
commemoration, many Baltimoreans constructed elaborate 
headstones to mark the graves of individual soldiers or 
groups of soldiers. These cemetery monuments served not 
only to indicate a grave site but also to inspire emotion 
and bereavement. John Stuart Mill commented on the ability 
of statuary art to accomplish this in his essay, "What is 
Poetry?" He begins by noting: "The object of poetry is 
confessedly to act upon the emotions. . . . Whatever in . . 
. sculpture expresses human feeling-or character ... may be 
called poetry. 1118 Mill, therefore, believed that sculpture 
had the potential to evoke human emotion and be "poetic." 
It is exactly this art of poetic sculpture that was 
prevalent in Baltimore's cemeteries. 
Located in Louden Park cemetery, monuments such as the 
Union Naval Monument and the Union Monument to the Unknown 
Soldier, were created to fulfill several purposes.(See 
Illustrations 3 and 4). Ostensibly they commemorate an 
important occasion in history. Similar to French's findings 
on ante-bellum New England, they 
commensurate the ideals of a republic. . . . 
show the living much of our destiny and duty. 
18As cited in Lionel Trilling and Harold Bloom, eds., 
Victorian Prose and Poetry (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1973), 75-83. 
Illustration 3. 
Illustration 4. 
Union Navy Monument -
• Louden Park Cemetery 
Union Monument to the Unknown Soldier -
Louden Park Cemetery 
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The lives and events, and examples of history 
are for the most part lifeless of the printed 
page. It is the trophy and the monument which 
invest them with a substance of local 
reality • 19 
The Union Naval Monument stands about twenty-feet tall 
and displays a Union sailor looking off into the distance. 
The sides of the monument are decorated with symbols of the 
navy, such as an anchor, and list many of the battles in 
which the Union Navy participated. Its style conveys 
strength, bravery, and skill. It celebrates the success of 
the Union navy while communicating the complexity of 
fighting a war at sea. 
The Union Monument to the Unknown Soldier stands only 
about five feet tall, but is an equally powerful sculpture. 
It depicts a fallen Union soldier, presumably wounded in 
battle, during the last moments of his life. The face of 
the soldier wears a serene expression, while the sides of 
the monument are decorated with symbols of battle and peace, 
such as the swo.rd and the olive branch. The monument 
praises the bravery of the unknown soldier in dying for his 
country, but also laments his death. 
such cemetery monuments served to commemorate the civil 
War and honor those who died. In doing so monuments brought 
reality to the destruction of war and reminded those at home 
19French, 48-49. 
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of all they had lost. In visiting such monuments survivors 
could see a physical representation, usually of imposing 
design and large stature, and recognize the magnitude of 
their losses. This realization would then "act upon the 
emotions" and invite survivors to grieve. 
Shortly after the war's conclusion residents of 
Baltimore began to visit their cemeteries on a more frequent 
basis. They went individually and in groups. A young 
couple would opt to stroll through a cemetery and admire its 
monuments on a Sunday afternoon. A grandfather would take 
his grandchild on a walk among the graves and tell the story 
of the war. This sense of unity, a whole city grieving 
together, eased the pain of separation. According to Jean 
Knox, "There is a special consolation in talking with others 
who share the same kind of intense grief. 1120 During the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, Baltimoreans moved 
through their active mourning phase within the confinement 
of their cemeteries and thereby avoided any conflict that 
might exacerbate the city's division. 
20Jean Knox, 61. 
CHAPTER 4 
TRYING TO REMEMBER 
The 1870s and 1880s 
By the summer of 1870 Baltimoreans had already begun 
their journey through the various stages of grief but they 
were not yet ready to face the possibility of recon-
ciliation. Baltimore celebrated Independence Day 1870 
differently than in 1865. Whereas the Fourth of July 1865 
focused on glorifying the victory of the Union army, the 
Fourth of July 1870 evaded all issues of war and politics. 
Baltimore's first five years after the war brought the heavy 
sorrow of all that had been lost and left its residents with 
an acute desire to forget the war. 
Baltimore declared Independence Day 1870 a holiday, but 
the city did not plan an extensive celebration. Standard 
Fourth of July festivities such as patriotic orations and 
military pageantry would have incited political questions 
and offered a forum for partisan debate. Hoping to avoid 
such an occurrence, residents opted to observe the day 
privately. The Baltimore sun commented on the unusually 
unpatriotic atmosphere by reporting that it promoted "a 
genuine spirit of ~ ... recreation." 1 Some Baltimoreans 
1Baltimore Sun, July 6, 1870. 
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choose to remain in the city and gathered in parks such as 
Druid Hill to enjoy picnics, sports, and boating. 2 Others 
responded to advertisements in the newspaper and left the 
city to seek quiet refuge in the countryside. 3 While the 
general mood of the day was decidedly apolitical, the legacy 
of the war could not be escaped. 
On July 4th 1870, two editorials addressed the city's 
divided nature. The first chastised the national government 
for its unfair treatment of Confederate sympathizers. The 
lack of trust and persecution that Confederates were still 
enduring five years after the war's completion disgraced the 
nation. 
It is but a mockery to multiply forms and 
festivities in honor of this national 
anniversary while we violate by our practice 
the most precious remains of civil liberty that 
the world can boast of, deposited in our hands 
for the good of mankind. . . . it is to be 
regretted that another national anniversary .. 
• . has returned without the complete 
restoration, even in form, of the whole 
American Union ..•. the Southern States. 
. as if they had no rights which the federal 
government was bound to respect. 4 
The second editorial acknowledged the healing powers of 
forgiveness and its potential to wipe out Baltimore's 
partisan tensions. 
2Baltimore Sun, July 4, 1870. 
4Baltimore sun, July 4, 1870. 
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It is to be hoped that • . . if a proper policy 
of justice and conciliation prevails, all 
sections will be able to exist together over 
their common charter of freedom and no longer 
permit five years of strife to blot the 
memories of the preceding eighty-four years of 
brotherhood. 5 
Baltimoreans wanted to reconcile their differences, but 
they were not ready yet. Still grieving their losses, 
residents struggled with their memories in different ways. 
While civilians and veterans sought comfort in cemeteries 
together, veterans found difficulty in sharing their 
experiences. 
The young men who marched off to war in 1861 found camp 
life and combat gravely different than expected. Seldom 
yielding the anticipated mythical qualities of gallantry and 
glory, life in the military involved violence, hardship, and 
intense fear. In 1865 soldiers returned home to their 
families and friends with disillusioned opinions of the 
war's value. They were startled to realize that, while they 
had come to see the true horror of combat, those at home, to 
a certain degree, still retained their pre-war illusions of 
colorful battles and military fanfare. Consequently, 
returning veterans felt removed from loved ones at home. 
According to Gerald Linderman, "They became convinced, quite 
accurately, that those at home did not understand the 
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experience through which they were passing. 116 
Because of this lack of connection, soldiers rarely 
discussed the realities of battle and camp life with 
civilians. At times they even found it difficult to share 
their memories with one another. Instead, soldiers 
pref erred to ignore their wartime experience and hoped that 
the pain would eventually fade. This philosophy concurs 
with the famous adage that "Time heals all wounds. 117 
Soldiers considered difficult memories to be wounds of the 
mind. If left alone, eventually the wound, like a scraped 
knee, would heal on its own and then disappear. As 
Linderman explains, 
A veteran would do anything he could to 
accelerate the disappearance of mind wounds. 
Disturbing memories were to be kept to oneself, 
not to be aired publicly to relieve the suffer 
and certainly not to correct public 
misapprehension of the nature of combat. 8 
Today, this behavior is considered normal and is 
categorized as _symptomatic of Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 
(PTSD). Defined as "a psychological condition caused by 
exposure to warfare," PTSD explores the experience of the 
6Gerald F. Linderman, Embattled Courage (New York: The 
Free Press, 1987), 216. 
7Ibid. I 267. 
8Ibid. I 268. 
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soldier during and after combat. 9 According to 
psychological studies, it is natural for soldiers to want to 
"avoid any situation that threatened to recall the original 
events" such as the sharing of memories. 10 Unfamiliar with 
these twentieth century theories, post civil War 
Baltimoreans helped veterans forget the war as their 
interest in political and patriotic events continued to 
dissipate. 
In 1865 Baltimore celebrated George Washington's 
Birthday with much enthusiasm. Numerous editorials in the 
city's newspapers eulogized Washington as a self-sacrificing 
and almost god-like figure. 11 By 1880 Washington received 
little recognition and was described as a selfishly 
motivated politician: "We cannot conceive him as being 
without personal ambitions of the strongest sort. . . . 1112 
This change in attitude may suggest that Baltimoreans were 
becoming disillusioned. They no longer perceived their 
country idealistically. This pattern of thought is 
exemplified in the lack of political fervor during 
9Eric T. Dean, "We Will All be Lost and Destroyed: Post 
Traumatic Stress Disorder and the Civil War," Civil War 
History 37 (June 1991), 138. 
1°Roger J. Spiller, "Shell Shock," American Heritage 41 
(May-June 1990), 74. 
nBaltimore Sun, February 22, 1860, 1865, 1870, 1880. 
12Baltimore sun, February 23, 1880. 
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Independence Day 1880. 
As in 1870, Independence Day 1880 was noted by 
Baltimoreans with minimal displays of patriotism. On July 
3, 1880, the Baltimore Sun published an article entitled 
"The Nation's Birthday--How it is Likely to be Spent." The 
article's purpose was to inform Baltimoreans of the various 
activities they could enjoy on Sunday, July 4th. The list 
did not include any orations, parades, firing of salutes, 
ringing of bells, or displays of fireworks, but did focus on 
the description of excursion trips and resorts outside the 
city. Residents now considered Independence Day to be a 
leisurely holiday rather than a political and patriotic 
occasion. A celebration centered on such sensitive topics 
had the potential to harken painful memories of war and 
partisan disagreements. Although Baltimoreans avoided war-
related topics, they did not forget their losses. According 
to Linderman, "Americans were willing and even anxious to 
thrust into shadow all things martial .... No de-
mythologizing of the soldier took place . . . nor did any 
renunciation of war as a social experience. . But there 
was a pervasive sense of the war as loss. . " 13 The only 
mention of war throughout the city's newspapers on July 4th 
1880, was an editorial that pleaded for reconciliation: 
13Linderman, 2 71 . 
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Real causes of umbrage have been swept away by 
the bosom of war: envy and jealousy have not a 
peg to hang themselves upon, and hatreds 
founded on recollections simply are like the 
house built on sand. As soon as the hour of 
reason has completely succeeded the hour of 
prejudice, it will be seen that the North and 
the South reciprocally need one another, and 
that upon that need will be founded a union as 
compact and strong as the clinging together of 
the male and female screw . 14 
Residents truly wanted reconciliation but were still 
grieving the losses of war. Baltimoreans found solace in 
sharing their bereavement with one another, but were 
extremely careful to confine the expression of grief to 
cemeteries. 
Expressions of Grief 
Throughout the 1870s and 1880s Baltimore continued to 
mourn its losses in cemeteries. To share their grief with 
others, residents visited cemeteries as a recreational 
activity and felt closer to those who had died. One 
Baltimorean remarked, "From year to year I miss friends and 
faces I have known . . . but when I stroll among the 
headstones at Green Mount and Louden Park I realize where 
they are. 1115 cemeteries became so popular that many had to 
14Bal timore Sun, July 3, 18 8 O. 
15As cited in Marion E. Warren and Mame Warren, 
Baltimore: When She Was What She Used to Be, 1850-1930 
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), 31. 
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alter their visitation policy. Louden Park received so many 
guests that it imposed strict rules forbidding the 
admittance of dogs and requiring horses to be walked through 
the grounds. 16 Baltimore's Mount Carmel cemetery attempted 
to limit its number of guests by selling admission 
tickets. 17 Green Mount issued membership cards to all plot 
owners and admitted only a certain number of non-card-
holding visitors a day . 18 With such increased visitation, 
Baltimore's cemeteries became an important feature of the 
city's leisure culture. They were "the very center and 
shrine of the city's history .•• the emotional center of 
the city. 1119 This rise in popularity escalated through the 
early twentieth century as Baltimore's public expression of 
grief remained confined to cemeteries. As the focal point 
of the city's bereavement, cemeteries became known for their 
monuments. 
On September 12, 1814, during the War of 1812, 
Baltimore fought the victorious battle of North Point. 
Exactly one year later, the city erected a monument to honor 
the soldiers who participated in that battle. The monument · 
16Ibid, 31. 
17Ibid, 29. 
18As explained to the author by the superintendent of 
Green Mount cemetery, February, 1994. 
19The proprietors of Green Mount cemetery, 10, 11. 
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was placed in the heart of downtown Baltimore so that 
residents could take pride in their city's role during the 
war. By contrast, in 1880, fifteen years after the end of 
the civil War, there were no public Civil War monuments 
anywhere in Baltimore. The only monuments erected to 
commemorate the war were those placed in cemeteries. The 
battle of North Point was fought by a unified Baltimore 
against a common enemy. The city fought as one and mourned 
its losses as one. The Civil War was fought by a divided 
Baltimore. Both sides may have mourned their losses 
simultaneously, but they unquestionably mourned separately. 
Restricted to the confines of cemetery walls, grief 
could be expressed in a safe and appropriate manner. 
Whereas a public monument dedicated to either the North or 
the South could potentially revive partisan sentiments, 
cemetery monuments could be placed in special Northern and 
Southern sections. For example, Louden Park cemetery 
included a separate areas for graves of Confederate and 
Union veterans.(See Illustrations 5 and 6). 
Louden Park's Confederate Hill, as it was called, was 
formed by Southern sympathizers who donated their family 
plots for the interment of Confederate soldiers, and was 
cared for by the Louden Park Confederate Memorial 
Association. The Association, comprised largely of 
veterans, constructed several war monuments, including one 
Illustration 5. 
Confederate Veterans 
Cemetery - Louden Park, 
Confederate Hill 
Illustration 6. 
Union Veterans Cem-
etery - Louden Park, 
National Cemetery 
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standing about fifteen feet high with a statue of a 
Confederate General on top.(See Illustration 7). It was 
dedicated "To the memory of the Confederate dead by the 
Louden Park Confederate Memorial Association."20 By 
providing Southern sympathizers with a war monument, the 
Association offered a tangible representation of the 
enormous losses engendered by war. The emotional impact of 
the monument was compounded by the numerous graves of 
Marylanders who fought for the South. The graves are 
arranged and designed in the traditional American national 
cemetery style, such as those of Arlington National Cemetery 
in Virginia, and appear to be guarded by the imposing 
monument. On the opposite side of the cemetery, the United 
States government established Louden Park's Union cemetery. 
Also known as the Government Plot, or the National cemetery, 
this area was constructed in 1861 for the burial of Union 
dead. It resembles Confederate Hill but holds approximately 
three times as ·many graves and monuments. Its Federal Dead 
Monument honors Marylanders who fought for the North and 
stands about twenty-five feet high.(See Illustration 8). 
Constructed by the "loyal and grateful daughters" of 
Maryland, it is crowned by the statue of a generic Union 
2
°Louden Park Cemetery, Confederate Hill. 
Ill ustra t i on 7 . 
Union War Monument - Louden Park 
Cemetery, 1898 
Confederate War Monument - Louden 
Park Cemetery, 1870 
Illust ration 8. 
general. 21 
Other monuments in Union cemetery include the Federal 
Unknown Dead Monument, built by the Women's Relief Corps 
Auxiliary to the Grand Army of the Republic, and the Union 
Navy Monument erected by the Naval Veteran Association of 
Maryland. All of these monuments were equally significant 
as they invited Baltimoreans to recognize and grieve their 
losses. Each served as the focal point for one side's 
memorial day. 
Occurring on May 30 and June 6 respectively, Yankee 
Decoration Day and Confederate Memorial Day offered 
Baltimore's two sides an opportunity to commemorate their 
role in the war and to honor and mourn their dead. 22 These 
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annual traditions began shortly after the war's completion 
and was a safe way for Union and Confederate sympathizers to 
express their grief on separate occasions. 23 Both holidays 
were orchestrated by the city's various memorial and veteran 
associations. 
Although Northern and Southern Memorial Day ceremonies 
21William Sever Rusk, Art in Baltimore - Monuments and 
Memorials (Baltimore: The Norman, Remington Company, 1924), 
68 I 69 o 
2211 Decoration of the Graves of Union Soldiers" and 
"Memorial Day" Vertical File: Memorial Day, Enoch Pratt 
Library, Baltimore. 
23Both Union and Confederate Memorial Day were 
traditional holidays by 1868. 
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differed in sentiment, they shared an unaltering program of 
activities and a general commemorative spirit. A typical 
Decoration or Memorial Day celebration included a parade 
through the city to Louden Park cemetery, a procession 
through the cemetery, the playing of funeral dirges, the 
decoration of graves and monuments with flowers, several 
orations, and a benediction. Usually beginning in the 
afternoon, the parade and procession featured veterans in 
uniform, a band, and carriages carrying various 
organizations that helped plan the day.N Although the 
festivities always focused on either the National cemetery 
or Confederate Hill, Decoration Day and Memorial Day also 
encompassed the adornment of veterans graves throughout the 
city's cemeteries. Groups such as the Grand Army of the 
Republic and the Louden Park Confederate Memorial 
Association carefully planned their commemorative services 
each year. Because of the involvement of so many memorial 
and veteran associations, the day's activities often 
reflected various groups. Consequently, activities 
projected different messages from year to year. This can be 
seen most clearly through the evolution of Confederate 
Memorial Day in the 1880's. 
Celebrated on June 5, Confederate Memorial Day, 1880, 
was planned by the Society of the Army and Navy of the 
United States in Maryland. The day's activities followed 
their usual pattern but emphasized the significance of war 
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memorabilia. During the ceremonies on Confederate Hill, the 
sabre of Colonel Harry Gilmore was presented to the Ladies 
Confederate Memorial Association, stressing the value of war 
related objects to the several hundred people in 
attendance.~ In 1887, Confederate Memorial Day was 
overseen by the Confederate Association, the Ladies 
Confederate Memorial Association, and the Society of the 
Army and Navy of the United states in Maryland. 26 The day's 
program deviated from its usual agenda with the unveiling of 
a monument to Colonel Gilmore in Louden Park. 27 Although 
relatively brief, this tribute instructed its spectators in 
the importance of recognizing specific war heroes, and 
immortalizing them through monuments. Confederate Memorial 
Day 1880 and 1887 were fairly similar in nature, but their 
subtle differences demonstrated the ability of Decoration 
and Memorial Day activities to communicate with the city's 
Union and Confederate populations. Although these two 
holidays remained separate, their capacity to invite the 
~Colonel Gilmore was honored in Baltimore as a 
Confederate war hero. 
26Baltimore Sun, June 7, 1887. 
city to recognize and mourn its losses moved Baltimore 
closer to reconciliation. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EVOLVING MEMORIES 
Becoming Distracted 
While Baltimoreans expressed their grief in cemeteries, 
they avoided war-related issues in daily life. Between 1870 
and 1900 their attention shifted away from politics to the 
city's rapid industrial growth. During the war Baltimore 
was forced to sever its commercial ties with the South and 
look for other markets. After the war residents quickly 
moved to re-establish Southern business connections. 
Throughout Baltimore, new factories were built, small 
companies combined and the number of corporations doubled 
almost every ten years. 1 Gradually, Baltimore grew more 
prosperous and the economic hardships of war were forgotten. 
Old war heros were replaced with wealthy leaders of industry 
and philanthropy, such as John D. Rockefeller and Johns 
Hopkins. Residents looked to these "new models of social 
success" as industry touched various facets of society. 2 
In addition to generating a more lucrative economy, the 
industrialization of Baltimore brought thousands of 
1Charles Hirschfield, "Baltimore, 1870-1900'', The Johns 
Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political 
Science, LIX (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1941), 77. 
2Linderman, 284. 
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residents to work in the city's factories. The basic 
organization of family life changed as women and children 
joined the work force. The traditional family structure, 
which included a working father, a mother at home, and 
children in school, slowly disappeared among the lower 
classes. This alteration of family life was reflected in 
the introduction of compulsory education in Baltimore. 
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As industry increased and school attendance decreased, 
laws were passed by the state government requiring that all 
children attend school. According to new legislation, 
parents did not posses the right to decide whether their 
children should be educated. No longer absolute, parental 
control was deemed a "power in trust . . . the authority to 
control the child was not the natural right of the parent; 
it emanates from the state, and is an exercise of police 
power."3 This invasion into the realm of parental authority 
directly resulted from Baltimore's industrial growth. 4 Such 
a disturbance distracted residents from their postwar 
memories by instilling them with a new issue of controversy. 
Ultimately, industrial growth gave residents a sense of 
moving forward, rather than living in the past. It is 
probable that this new focus prompted Baltimoreans to 
3Keller, 462. 
4Hirschfield, 100. 
recall their war experiences with a new, more positive, 
perspective. 
Sharing Memories 
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When soldiers first returned home after the war they 
were confronted by a civilian population which had not 
witnessed the horrors of battle and consequently could not 
fully comprehend their experiences. This lack of 
understanding incited veterans to keep their memories of war 
to themselves. They seldom discussed them with others. 5 
The city's mood, with its new focus on industrial expansion, 
suggests that it was easier for veterans to ignore their 
past. 6 As time progressed and veterans became distracted by 
the same issues as civilians, their memories of war faded 
and changed. 
Slowly, veterans started to feel comfortable sharing 
war recollections with one another. They did this not 
necessarily to relieve their emotional pain, but perhaps to 
know they were not alone. Through such gatherings as 
military reunions, veterans developed selective memories. 
5Linderman, 216. 
6Ibid., 271. 
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Recognizing that they could never communicate the true 
horror of battle to those who had not experienced it, 
veterans grew incapable of recalling the worst details of 
the war. Painful memories sank too far to be retrieved and 
appealing memories floated to the surface. 7 This process 
allowed veterans to reformulate their war experiences into 
something they could share with civilians. The desire to 
share stemmed directly from the desire to be remembered. As 
the Civil War generation aged, a new fear emerged that 
future generations would not appreciate their pain and their 
bravery. No one would recognize all they risked and 
sacrificed--unless they willed people to remember. 
By 1880 Civil War reunions and military societies were 
multiplying. Veterans flocked to these organizations to 
find solace in the company of one another. For example, The 
Grand Army of the Republic (GAR), founded in 1866, brought 
soldiers together to help them cope with their post-war 
experience. According to Stuart McConnell, the GAR 
addressed issues such as ''the extent of society's obligation 
to the poor and injured, the place of war memories in 
peacetime, the meaning of 'nation' and of the individual's 
7Ibid., 267. 
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relation to it. 118 It enabled veterans to come to terms with 
their memories by recreating aspects of war such as camp 
life. Known as campfires, such occasions were, according to 
McConnell "an all veteran social gathering at which certain 
practices of the wartime camp were resurrected for an 
evening. " 9 Here men discussed specific battles in detail 
and located "themselves in the panorama of the campaigns. 1110 
These opportunities prompted veterans to search for a deeper 
meaning in their experience and decide how they wanted to be 
remembered. The GAR attempted to shape the civilian 
perception of the war by periodically opening campfire 
gatherings to the public and holding informational lectures 
on war-related topics. These endeavors focused on teaching 
civilians that "war was a mission to be accomplished; the 
nation, something maintained intact rather than something 
greatly changed." 11 Additionally, the GAR revised history 
school books and built public monuments--all to ensure their 
sacrifice would be remembered. 
According to research on Post Traumatic Stress 
8Stuart McConnell, Glorious Contentment - The Grand 
Army of the Republic 1865-1900 (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 1992), xiii. 
9Ibid. I 175. 
lO!bid. 1 171. 
11Ibid., 181. 
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Disorder, the desire of veterans to revisit their war 
experiences through reunions is natural. One common symptom 
of PTSD is "a tendency to relive the traumatic event through 
recollections, dreams, hallucinations, or symbols. 1112 While 
military reunions became a popular way for soldiers to 
revisit their memories, the collection of war relics 
enhanced that experience. Displayed and auctioned at fairs 
such as the Confederate Relief Bazaar of Baltimore, war-
related objects proved an important outlet for veterans and 
civilians. 
War Memorabilia 
In April 1866, the Southern Relief Association of 
Baltimore held the "Great Southern Aid Fair. 1113 This fund-
raising extravaganza spanned eleven days, employed 397 
workers, and raised $164,569.97 for the Southern "Cause. 1114 
The Southern Relief Association, founded in 1866, organized 
the fair as a market place to raise money to be "distributed 
12Spiller, 77. 
13This association ia also known as the Baltimore Relief 
Association, and the Ladies Southern Relief Association. 
See Assorted Articles, Vertical File: Ladies Southern Relief 
Association, Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, Maryland. 
1411our Women in the War - An Address by Captain Francis 
W. Dawson," February 22, 1887, Vertical File: Civil War, 
Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, Maryland. 
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through committees to the various Southern states. 1115 To 
achieve this goal, the Association collected a wide variety 
of donated items for sale, including a significant amount of 
war memorabilia. As advertised in the "Stranger's Guide to 
the Fair of the Ladies Southern Relief Association," the 
fair boasted over fifty tables featuring items ranging from 
oil paintings of battles to Confederate uniforms. 16 
Although this collection of war-related objects began as a 
fund-raising endeavor, it resulted in something far more 
significant as it created an environment that promoted the 
memory of the war. 
At the fair visitors found themselves surrounded by 
their·fellow Southern sympathizers and by countless booths 
stacked with war-related objects. 17 The power of this scene 
lay in the huge amassment of war paraphernalia, which most 
likely reminded patrons of the principles for which they 
fought. Elaborately adorned in Confederate colors, each 
booth displayed a variety of war memorabilia whose value was 
determined by its unique qualities . 18 For example, a match 
15Ibid. 
1611 A Stranger's Guide to the Fair of the Ladies Southern 
Relief Association," April 1866, Vertical File: Ladies 
Southern Relief Association" Enoch Pratt Library, Baltimore, 
Maryland. 
17Baltimore Sun, April 7, 1885. 
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box taken from a dead soldier in 1861 might be placed in a 
regular booth, while a lock of Jefferson Davis's hair would 
be placed in the "Relic Room." Items belonging to the 
Confederate government or Confederate heroes were considered 
rare and precious and ranked among the most desirable. 
Their scarcity donned them with the mythical qualities of 
their original owner. Representing the Confederate "Cause" 
war-related items offered tangible validation that the war 
was worth fighting. Written accounts of fairs over the 
years often refer to such objects as sacred, implying a 
certain religiosity to the war experience. This terminology 
elevated the objects and the Southern "Cause" to levels of 
"sacredness," implied a divine inspiration behind the South, 
and promised immortality for its victims. 
Through events such as the Southern Relief Association 
Fair, Baltimoreans convened together to recall their wartime 
experiences and consequently to facilitate one another's 
grieving process. As explained by Knox, "There is a special 
consolation in talking with others who share the same kind 
of intense grief. " 19 This communication allowed residents 
to realize that they were not alone in their pain and loss 
and, that through mutual comfort, they could help one 
another heal emotionally. To these people, relics of the 
19Knox, 61. 
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war embodied all for which the Confederacy stood. As 
explained by a worker at the fair, "Nothing in the Relic 
Room appeals more to mens' hearts than the war-worn flags . 
. • the colors that men followed to death, or died to 
save. 1120 Taken over by the Society of the Army and Navy of 
the Confederate States in Maryland during the 1880's, this 
fair was renamed the "Confederate Relief Bazaar," and was 
held annually for over thirty years to send financial aid to 
the South. As it encouraged Baltimoreans to grieve and 
share their memories, it helped the city prepare for 
reconciliation. 
Preparing for Reunification 
In 1880 Baltimore celebrated its one hundred and 
fiftieth birthday. The city's sesquicentennial anniversary 
was significant as it called residents together on equal 
ground for the· first time since the dedication of the Wildey 
monument. Fresh out of war and still harboring strong 
partisan views, Baltimoreans were not ready to forgive one 
another in 1865. Fifteen years later, after grieving their 
losses and facing painful memories, the city was more open 
2~s cited in "Confederate Relief Bazaar Journal, 1898" 
(Baltimore: Guggenheimer, Weil and Co.) Maryland Historical 
Society, MF 212.C74. 
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to reunification. 
Rivaling the Fourth of July 1865, Baltimore's 
sesquicentennial celebration was both elaborate and 
colorful. Spanning nine days and nights, from October 11 to 
19, the general activities of the week included decorations, 
speeches, illuminations, and "historical and allegorical 
representations. 1121 The festivities opened with the 
presentation of triumphal arches to line the city streets. 
It ended with a "general illumination of the city and a 
pyrotechnics display in commemoration of the one hundred and 
fiftieth anniversary. 1122 (See Illustration 9). Appealing to 
both Northern and Southern sympathizers, these activities 
gave Baltimoreans a chance to reunite.physically and thus 
assess whether they were ready to reunite spiritually. 
According to Suzanne Ellery Green, "Baltimore's 
sesquicentennial celebration in 1880 evoked sentiment and 
enthusiasm of an enormous magnitude and served as a focal 
point around which the city's diverse population could 
unite. •i23 
As a commemoration of Baltimore's past years, many of 
the festivities focused on the city's history. Historical 
nBaltimore sun, October 11, 1880. 
22Ibid. 
23Green, 132. 
c 
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tableaux illustrated specific events of long ago such as the 
settlement of Baltimore. Public orations, such as that made 
by Colonel Thomas J. Scharf entitled "Rise, Progress, and 
Development of Baltimore," charted the city's growth from 
the day it was founded, through the American Revolution, and 
up to the present. Although intended to cover all of 
Baltimore's history, tableaux and speeches purposefully 
neglected the Civil War years. Still a somewhat tense 
subject, the war had to be approached with extreme care. 
For instance, one of the few recognitions the war received 
was the exhibition of the battleship Kearsarge, which was 
famous for having sunk the Confederate ship Alabama. It is 
ironic that the Kearsarge was displayed as it participated 
in the only civil War naval battle fought in foreign waters. 
Perhaps this battle, outside of the United States, was less 
offensive or painful to remember. With only minimal 
attention focused on Civil War topics, Baltimore's 
sesquicentenni~l celebration centered more on the city's 
industrial growth. 
On October 11, 1880, a brilliant parade of mammoth 
proportions was held through the center of Baltimore. 
Comprised of 2,000 vehicles, 30,000 participants, and 
300,000 spectators, the parade was an industrial procession 
that 
was intended to typify our industrial progress, 
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and it did so handsomely . • . . Baltimore is 
asserting itself in a commendable and 
legitimate way through its industries . . . and 
also its representations of its trade and 
commerce and of the facilities for conducting 
them. 24 
This huge parade, dedicated to honoring Baltimore's 
industrial progress, demonstrates the city's new identity. 
Baltimore no longer thought of itself as the border city 
torn apart by war, but rather as a prosperous industrial 
center. As it distracted residents from grief and memories, 
the topic of industry invited both Northern and Southern 
supporters to participate in the festivities. Feeling safe 
and secure in its new industrial identity, Baltimore moved 
on to remembering. 
Addressed with extreme caution, Civil War commemoration 
was incorporated into the celebration as a public 
demonstration. Up to this point the war experience had been 
honored privately in designated outlets, but had not been 
the subject of public display. When a parade of "State, 
city, and visiting military organizations" marched through 
Baltimore two days after the industrial parade, residents 
were tested.~ Spectators watched Maryland state regiments 
march alongside Virginia state regiments. Although in 1880, 
uFrancis F. Bierne, Baltimore, A Picture History l858-
1968 (Baltimore: Bodine and Associates, Inc., 1968), 105; 
Baltimore Sun, October 12, 1880. 
~Ibid., October 14, 1880. 
both were representing states in the Union, such a 
combination undoubtedly brought back memories of the time 
when Maryland and Virginia were at war with one another. 
Despite its possible political implications, the parade 
passed through the city with participants from Union and 
Confederate states and reunion societies, with no 
disturbances. The peaceful passing signaled Baltimore's 
entrance into the final phase of its grieving process. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RECONCILIATION 
The Return of Patriotism 
Independence Day 1890 was observed throughout Baltimore 
with military fanfare, colorful parades, and brilliant 
displays of national pride. Whereas in past years Fourth of 
July celebrations had diminished in size and patriotic 
sentiment, Independence Day 1890 saw a return of the 
celebratory spirit that Baltimore enjoyed prior to the post-
war period. To re-introduce some old, more traditional 
methods of celebration, the city was decorated with red, 
white, and blue bunting, flags, and fireworks. 1 Residents 
thronged Druid Hill Park for sporting events, orations, 
picnics, and performances of the "Star Spangled Banner."2 
No longer limiting the Fourth of July to leisure activities, 
Baltimoreans abandoned past differences and honored their 
country together. One oration explained, "I rejoice that on 
the Fourth of ·July democrats and republicans can come 
together and feel that they are Arnericans. 113 On this new 
common ground, Baltimoreans celebrated their reunification 
1Baltimore Sun, July 3, 1890. 
2Ibid., July 3 and 5, 1890. 
3Ibid., July 5, 1890. 
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with military parades and veterans reunions. As 
Baltimoreans had passed through their phases of denial, 
depression, and sorrow, by 1890 they had entered into the 
final stage of grief--recovery. 
The Recovery Phase and Methods of Remembering 
According to Jean Knox, the recovery stage begins very 
slowly and may be unnoticeable. Gradually the bereaved will 
"gaze toward the future instead of peering back into the 
past. " 4 The world begins to look brighter and the bereaved 
can "unchain himself from the deceased and then gradually 
form new attachments."5 Recovery from grief enables the 
bereaved to move on and remember the pain of separation with 
endearing nostalgia rather than sadness. Throughout this 
process of remembering the bereaved forms a new, positive 
view of the deceased, which allows him or her to recall the 
loss without sorrow. This marks a new beginning for the 
bereaved. 
Baltimoreans entered the early stages of recovery when 
they began sharing their recollections of war. At first, 
they gathered to find solace in the company of one another. 
But through time, they convened to discuss the war. By 
4Knox, 61. 
5Ibid., 60. 
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expressing their thoughts and feelings, residents of 
Baltimore accomplished several goals. They decided what and 
how history should remember them. 
As the Civil War generation aged, its role in the war 
became an important subject. Baltimoreans struggled to 
determine their individual place in the immense, four-year 
conflict by determining what future generations should know 
about the war. Periodicals such as the Southern Historical 
Society Papers, the Confederate Veteran, and publications by 
various memorial associations addressed questions such as 
"dare we recall . . . the saddest memories of the war?" 6 
Writing personal accounts of their sacrifices and 
adventures, veterans and civilians worked to ensure that 
their experiences would be recognized and recorded. For 
example, one article, entitled "Experiences of a Northern 
Man in the Confederate Army--Running the Blockade," explored 
its author's memories of war and examined his motivation to 
record them: 
History will forever keep alive the memory of 
these, but the little details and incidents, 
too trivial for the historian to recount, are 
liable to melt away gradually in the mists of 
time. 7 
6confederate Relief Bazaar Journal, April 4, 1898, 4. 
7William J. Jones, "Experiences of a Northern Man in 
the confederate Army," Southern Historical Society Papers, 
IX {January - December, 1881), 369. 
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This excerpt addresses the Civil War generation's fear 
that its experiences would be forgotten. Not only did such 
articles give survivors of the war the opportunity to locate 
their role in the conflict, but also allowed them to focus 
on the aspects of war that they felt were most significant. 
While the author of this article stressed his concern for 
historical detail, other publications focused on historical 
accuracy. 
During the late nineteenth century, Civil War survivors 
were becoming a declining minority in Baltimore's 
population. As they strove to ensure that their children 
and grandchildren would honor the war, survivors became 
somewhat preoccupied with precision. While it was 
acceptable for individuals to differ in their perception of 
events, it was important that they agree upon factual 
events. For example, upset by one book's inaccurate 
description of Stonewall Jackson's death, one veteran wrote, 
Of Jackson's death at Chancellorsville, it is 
said . . . . 'He was returning in the evening 
to his camp, when he was fired upon through a 
blunder of some of his own men, and was 
mortally wounded.' Jackson was killed during a 
lull in the battle, while he was preparing to 
press his victory further. Nothing could be 
wider off the mark than to say he was returning 
to his camp. 8 
8William Allen, "'Eclectic History' of the U.S.: A 
Review." Southern Historical Society Papers, XII (January -
December, 1884), 237. 
Articles such as this reveal a developing discourse 
among Civil War survivors. Together they explored and 
debated the most minute aspects of the war, shaping their 
memories into more appealing stories. Although survivors 
wrote with truthful intentions, the passage of time 
undoubtedly altered their memories. 
As Baltimoreans hoped their war experiences would 
embody qualities such as strength and fortitude, their 
recollections of war were somewhat transformed and 
exaggerated. For instance one Baltimorean recorded the 
story of a woman who had a personal run-in with General 
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Butler during the occupation of Baltimore. According to the 
written account, she brazenly confronted the General, called 
him "Beast Butler," and then sarcastically apologized to 
avoid arrest: 
A story is told of a lady who . . . speaks most 
decidedly against this Northern General .... 
He sent at once for the culprit, and she was 
sure her fate was sealed for some prison house, 
but managed to carry it off with great 
innocence. 'How dare you call me such a name?' 
asked Butler. 'Why,' she said naively, 'is not 
Beast your name? I always see B. Butler and 
some one told me that B. stood for Beast. I am 
so sorry I made such a stupid mistake. Please 
forgive me.' 9 
Although the basic elements of this story are most 
9Amy D'Arcy Wetmore, "Wartime Summers in Baltimore -
Part III," Vertical File: Civil War, Baltimore, Enoch Pratt 
Library, Baltimore, Maryland. 
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likely true, the woman's outright defiance of General Butler 
is most likely an exaggeration. This pattern of 
embellishment exemplifies Baltimore's entrance into the 
recovery phase. Through grief the city learned to 
reformulate its memories into pleasurable and entertaining 
tales. Survivors recognized that future generations would 
have less difficulty remembering a war whose stories were 
appealing. As they adjusted their recollections of war for 
posterity, survivors in Baltimore began to perceive their 
experiences in a more positive light. 
Celebrating the Experience 
By 1890 residents of Baltimore had perfected their 
selective memories. They rarely spoke of the war's violence 
and poverty, or of the partisan strife that once divided 
their city. Instead, survivors actually seemed thankful for 
the opportunity to fight: "Do you know comrades, I sometimes 
think that we.didn't appreciate, at the time, the grandeur 
of what we were permitted to do in the war for the 
preservation of liberty. 1110 Baltimoreans changed the war 
within their own minds to make its memories not only less 
painful, but enjoyable. Through military reunions, 
survivors took this one step further as they learned to 
10As cited in Linderman, 2 8 6. 
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celebrate their war experience. Military societies, such as 
the GAR and the Society of the Army and Navy of the 
Confederate states, continued to prosper. As seen through 
Baltimore's 1890 Independence Day celebration, war 
commemoration became an expected part of national holidays. 
July, 1890 was a popular time for military reunions. 
The reunion of the Army of the Potomac, the Confederate 
reunion at Chattanooga, and the battlefield commemoration at 
Gettysburg were all part of Baltimore's Independence Day 
celebration. 11 These military reunions received equal 
coverage in the Baltimore Sun as advertisements for picnics, 
resorts, baseball games, and other leisure activities. 
Integrated into the city's Fourth of July festivities, 
military reunions were considered just as significant as 
other forms of celebration. Through these events 
Baltimore's veterans "are receiving every attention. " 12 
Veterans reminisced of their days in battle and boasted of 
their bravery· and courage. Partisan biases were forgotten 
and residents from both sides united to honor their war 
experience: "We all recognize the fact that the late war was 
11While Baltimore staged a citywide celebration for 
Independence Day 1890, many military and veterans 
organizations planned reunions on or near July fourth. 
Although these reunions commemorated the war, they also 
became part of Baltimore's Independence Day festivities. 
12Baltimore sun, July 4, 1890. 
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a gallant fight. Both sides were right. 1113 Statements such 
as this demonstrated that Union and Confederate veterans 
were ready to abandon their opposing views, and were moving 
closer to forgiveness. Exemplified in the Baltimore sun's 
coverage of the reunion of the Confederate Army in 
Chattanooga, this pattern can be seen through the city's 
choice of decorations. During an Independence Day parade, 
veterans marched through Chattanooga surrounded by buildings 
ornamented with "blue and gray bunting, the stars and 
stripes."M The nature of these decorations indicates that 
not only were the Confederate veterans ready to reconcile 
their gray with the Union's blue, they were also prepared to 
re-enter the Union on positive terms. These sentiments 
changed the way the Civil War generation considered its war 
experience. The war was more than commemorated, it was 
celebrated. 
Military reunions of Independence Day 1890 invited 
veterans and the surrounding population to revel in their 
identity as Civil War survivors. Not only did thousands of 
spectators gather to watch various veteran's organizations 
on parade, but also several hundred sons of veterans marched 
alongside their aging fathers to glorify the war. The sight 
13Ibid., July 5, 1890. 
14Ibid., July 3, 1890. 
of Union and Confederate sympathizers processing side by 
side provoked questions concerning the origins of the war. 
How could it be that two sides, who related so easily in 
1890, could have been at such odds in 1865? Although they 
enjoyed celebrating their war experience, Baltimoreans 
searched for its meaning, and wondered if it was worth the 
damage it caused. This issue was expressed in a poem read 
at the Army of the Potomac's July 4, 1890 reunion: 15 
Who shall tell in rhythmic measure 
All the story of the war? 
What became of untold treasure? 
Who shall tell what it was for? 
How the conflict, like no other 
Spread affliction far and wide; 
Brother madly fighting brother, 
Fiercely raged on either side. 
Oh, the wicked fatal error 
Of the rash resort to arms! 
Filling every heart with terror-
Everyday with war's alarms! 16 
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Twenty-five years after its completion, the war, which 
once divided Baltimore, had lost its contention. The city, 
now free of partisan biases, could reunite. 
15This reunion was held in Portland, Maine. 
16Ibid., July 4, 1890. 
CONCLUSION 
Since 1865, Baltimoreans had mourned their losses 
resulting from the civil War. Evidence of their advancement 
through the stages of grief was found in many aspects of the 
city's culture. At first Baltimore denied its emotional 
bereavement and praised its Union victors while shunning its 
Confederate population. Between 1865 and 1880 residents 
grieved their losses together but only in designated areas. 
Mourning the war in public threatened the return of internal 
chaos and upheaval to the city. To insure that Baltimore 
would sustain its peaceful status, all patriotic, political, 
and possible war related issues were stricken from public 
interest. Gradually, the wounds of war faded for both Union 
and Confederate sympathizers. Time, the expression of 
grief, and the distraction of industrialization all served 
to relieve the city's pain. The year 1880 brought an 
opportunity for Baltimoreans to assess their readiness to 
reconcile and reunite. By 1890, Baltimore's veterans wanted 
to discuss their war experience with others and civilians 
were ready to listen. Through the sharing of war 
recollections survivors reformulated their memories and 
moved towards forgiveness. On July 4, 1890, Baltimoreans 
physically and spiritually reunited in celebration. 
Cut short by the advent of the Spanish-American war and 
the passing of the Civil War generation, Baltimore's 
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grieving process never fully matured. While the 
psychological experience of Baltimoreans following the war 
deserves deep acknowledgement, it is equally significant 
that residents found comfortable methods of expressing their 
grief in public. Thantalogists generally agree that one 
individual's progression through the stages of grief can 
take anywhere from one to five years. Baltimore's grieving 
process proves unique as the city's bereavement spanned over 
four decades. Although the Civil War is heralded as the 
most influential event of the nineteenth century, studies of 
its long term emotional ramifications reveal how the war's 
magnitude vastly transcended the years of its occurrence. 
As this thesis has explored Baltimore's grief through many 
of the city's public institutions and celebrations, it is 
only fitting that it look for evidence of its healing in 
public expressions such as monuments. 
Baltimore's public Civil War monuments were designed 
and built by a generation free of the partisan biases that 
divided the city during the Civil War. This new generation 
had not personally experienced the war and thus were more 
eager to lay it to rest. The Confederate Soldiers and 
Sailors Monument, located on Mount Royal avenue near Mosher 
street, was built in 1903 by the Daughters of the 
Confederacy. Its inscription reads, "Glory stands beside 
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our grief. 1117 The Union Soldiers and Sailors Monument, 
situated in Wyman Park, was erected in 1906, "by the state 
of Maryland to commemorate the patriotism and heroic courage 
of her sons who on land and sea fought for the preservation 
of the Federate Union in the Civil War. 1118 (See Illustration 
11). The Confederate Women's Monument, located next to 
Johns Hopkins University, was constructed in 1915. This 
monument was dedicated to Baltimore's women who sympathized 
with the South: "In difficulty and danger regardless of 
self, they fed the hungry, clothed the needy, nursed the 
wounded, and comforted the dying. 1119 (See Illustration 10). 
The public display of these three monuments signifies the 
achievement of peace within Baltimore. The city had forged 
through its grief and into recovery. It took half a 
century, a new war, and a new generation to bring peace. 
The erection of public civil War monuments revealed that for 
Baltimore, the war was finally over. 
17William Severn Rusk, Art in Baltimore-Monuments and 
Memorials (Baltimore: The Norman, Remington Company, 1924), 
22. 
18Union Soldiers and Sailors Monument, front plaque. 
This monument was originally located on Mount Royal avenue 
near Druid Hill park. It was moved to Wyman park in 1960 
during the construction of the Jones Falls expressway. 
19Conf ederate Women's monument, back plaque. 
Illustration 10. 
Union Soldiers and Sailors Monument, 
Baltimore 1906 
Confederate Women's Monument, Baltimore, 
1915 
Illustration 11 . 
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